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Abstract 

Ten years of high unemployment and the prospect of continuing 
labour surpluses have changed the questions which are discussed in 
the field of labour market policy in the Federal Republic of Ger
many. The hope for a solution of the unemployment problem by in
creased growth has disappeared. Even optimistic forecasts see no 
chance of full employment until the end of the century. The new 
questions and new hopes therefore concentrate on the labour market 
itself: 

- Had the continuing pressure of high unemployment any conse
quences for the behaviour of the suppliers and employers of la
bour, or does labour market rigidity remain untouched in the 
disequilibrium? 

- Is there a new flexibility of labour to be discerned, in which 
the job-seekers make better use of their opportunities, or is 
flexibility only expected of those who have in any event no 
possibility of choice? 

- Were new forms of employment developed in the continuing dis
equilibrium which also create access to the labour market for 
those who were formerly excluded from it? 

This study, which is in search of new forms and new areas of 
employment growth, was able to show a lot of changes in employment 
structures. It was able to identify the occupations, branches and 
social groups which were - positively and negatively - affected by 
structural change in the economy. It could describe the effects of 
technical change on job content. But the hopes for a new flexi
bility were disappointed. 

It was found that flexible forms of employment (part-time 
work, fixed-term contracts, flexible working time schedules etc.) 
are introduced very hesitatingly. This results necessarily in 
squeezing those workers out of the labour market, whose competi
tive chances are comparatively poor. They were forced into unem
ployment or early retirement, and for the young people further 
training has accquired further importance. The households, on the 
other hand, which were able to offer better qualified and competi
tive workers, have expanded their labour supply. The price for 
this was an increasing burden placed on the income from economic 
activity by social expenditure. 
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1. Summary 

Since the middle of the seventies, the labour market in the 
Federal Republic of Germany has been out of balance. The falling 
demand for labour was faced with a growing supply. The gap between 
the demand for labour and the supply has opened so wide that even 
optimistic forecasts do not see any chance of full employment un
til the turn of the century. 

The decrease in employment took place substantially in the 
goods producing industry and in agriculture and forestry. This 
trend did not remain without consequences for trade and transpor
tation, the functions of which are closely connected with the 
production of goods. The strength of employment expansion in the 
sector of private and public services was not sufficient to com
pensate for the release of labour in the goods-producing and dis
tributing fields. The expansion of employment in the service sec
tor was predominantly supported by the public services, the non
profit making organisations and the health and veterinary sector. 
The field of "miscellaneous services" profited from the displace
ment of service functions which previously had been provided with
in the enterprises of the other economic branches (cleaning of 
buildings, consultancy, software) 

Parallel to structural change in employment by industry, al
terations in the vocational structures have taken place (increase 
in service trade vocations, administrative vocations, technical 
professions, decrease in agricultural and mining vocations and in 
the manufacturing trades). The structural change in employment 
mainly affected the wage earners. The gainers were the salaried 
workers and the civil servants. Since the first half of the eight
ies the trend in self-employment has swung round into an increase. 
New entrepreneurial and selfemployed jobs have been founded pre
dominantly in the service sector, which in the meantime has devel~ 
oped into the domain of self-employed activity. The proportion of 
women in total employment has risen. Their advance on the labour 
market was governed substantially by the changes in employment 
structures in the direction of administration and services. 

Forecasts of labour market developments until the turn of the 
century, submitted by the Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufs
forschung (lAB), show that labour supply reaches its peak at the 
beginning of the nineties. Afterwards a decrease is to be expected 
until 2000. Depending on the assumptions made for output growth, 
productivity and the reduction of working time the projections for 
labour demand range from a reduction of 3.5 million jobs to an in
crease of 1 million. With a long-term growth rate for gross domes
tic product of 2.5 % per annum until the year 2000, there could be 
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approximately the same number of jobs as there were in 1984. In no 
case, however, the demand for labour will be adequate to fill the 
gaps in the labour market. Even in the most favourable case of 
high growth and slow increase of the labour supply, 800,000 regis
tered unemployed must be expected by the end of the century. 

Over the period of decades which is observed in this analyses 
new vocations appear, old vocations disappear and they alter their 
vocational content in the process of technical change. In the 
manufacturing vocations, in the course of automation of production 
the activities which are concerned with the production of goods 
have clearly lost weight in favour of the activities which are 
concerned with the operation, maintenance and repair of the pro
duction apparatus. The growing capital stock, moreover, required 
to an increasing extent technically qualified workers (engineers, 
technicians) in the functions of maintenance and repair. In the 
service trades, in contrast to the manufacturing trades, no ten
dency towards a shift in vocational· content can be discerned. It 
seems that specialisation on the functions which are typical of 
the vocation has taken place. 

The spectrum of activities in the whole economy has been 
clearly displaced by the change in vocational content. Fewer peop
le are employed in the production of goods, whereas administra
tion, planing and management provide an increasing share of work. 
These trends are clearly confirmed by a range of case studies 
undertaken since 1970. 

The changes in qualification profile are strongly dependent 
on the degrees of mechanization and automation. Until the middle 
of the seventies rationalisation took place in the historical 
forms, which can essentially be described by the concept of "Tay
lorisation". According to this concept, technical trends lead not 
only to a differentiation of the spectrum of qualifications of in
dustrial labour, but also to its polarization. Together with high-. 
ly qualified activity, new simple and unskilled types of work are 
constantly arising. There can be no talk of a general increase in 
qualifications in the course of technical progress. 

The seventies can be interpreted as a phase during which new 
organisational and commercial knowledge was maturing against the 
background of new technological concepts. However these concepts 
which result from the new factor of micro-electronics have changed 
meanwhile. The restrictive access to the labour force which domi
nated "tayloristic" concepts sacrifices important productivity po
tential. In a more integral division of the tasks, there are pro
ductive forces which can be realised, using the qualifications and 
specialist sovereignty of the workers. Therefore jobs will again 
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be more broadly interpreted as regards their spectrum of require
ments, the competence of the workers will be comprehensively used, 
their interests will again be more greatly respected. 

The question of the effect of technical change on qualifica
tion requirements can be relatively clearly answered: in the manu
facturing sectors a clear increase in the significance of techni
cal qualifications at the cost of manual or industrial production 
knowledge. Equally we find in the administrative sectors a more 
than proportional increase in management functions at the expense 
of routine administrative duties. Beyond this trend formal quali
fication of the employees has risen in general. 

The deterioration of the labour market situation was particu
larly noticeable for those who had no job. To the extent that they 
could not withdraw from the labour market by having recourse to 
transfer incomes they were compelled to adaptations: 

- The trend to self-employment has increased. 

- The tendency to release less-qualified employees by means of 
rationalisation has aggravated the competition for qualifica
tions. 

- A part of the work force had to accept a deterioration in their 
employment conditions. Short-term employment, fixed-term con
tracts and contract labour have increased. 

The rising trend in self-employment gave support to the hope 
that the deficit in foundation of businesses has been overcome. 
However, new investigations lead to a much more sceptical judge
ment. The sectoral pattern of new business activity has very con
ventional aspects. The trend to self-employment seems to be only 
characterized to a small extent by innovative aims and to repre
sent the ''opening up of new markets". On the contrary, the uncer-. 
tain employment situation may have been an important cause. 

Short-term employment has increased mainly in the manufactur
ing sector whereas the service sector traditionally is character
ized by a high proportion of short-term work. Fixed-term labour 
contracts which are possible in the individual sectors in accord
ance with varying legal and collective agreement regulations were 
concluded in 1984 with 11.4 % of the dependent employees; the 
major proportion of them was in the field of vocational training 
(6.6 %). More recent surveys indicate that new legal possibilities 
to expand fixed-term contracting have been used to an increasing 
extent by the enterprises. The official statistics on contract 
work show an almost three-fold increase in the number of contract 
workers between 1974 and 1980. Moreover, there is a justifiable 
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assumption that the reporting obligation for contract work is 
evaded by unlawful contracting. Contract labour is primarily con
cerned with short term employment relationships between contract 
employees and contractors. The highest proportion is attained by 
it among ancillary workers. Casual employment did not increase 
during the seventies. 

The progress made in the flexibility of working time has to 
be awaited. In the question of working time the enterprises are 
concerned with the utilisation of the human capital of their em
ployees. Therefore part-time work is growing slowly and remains 
concentrated on the vocational groups with relatively low qualifi
cations. Similar trends are to be found in the case of the vari
able forms of working time. Flexible time regulations are primari
ly practised in the administrative sectors of the enterprises. 
Neither the hopes of some of the employers' associations nor the 
fear of some trade unions that flexible working time would spread 
rapidly can be confirmed. 

The diffusion of shift-work has increased in the past. At the 
beginning of the sixties, in manufacturing industry 14 % of the 
employees were acting as shiftworkers. This proportion increased 
steadily at the beginning of the seventies to 20 % and by 1984 it 
had reached 25 %. 

The sectoral and vocational change in employment structures 
has clearly demonstrated the trend towards the service society. 
Strong impulses have been provided by the demand of the private 
households for educational services, leisure and sports, health 
and care services. Employment expanded less among the traditional 
suppliers of personal services but more in services which are 
publicly supplied or financed. The increase in employment in the 
miscellaneous service enterprises was decisively supported by 
business services. 

The role of small and medium-sized enterprises in the devel
opment of employment cannot be qualified on the basis of the ma
terial which is presently available. It must be assumed that the 
employment fluctuations which can be found in the big enterprises 
is seen in the small enterprises in the form of fluctuations in 
the number of businesses. 

In the past ten years, the disequilibrium in the labour mar
ket has led to clear disparities in the employment trend of indi
vidual regions in the Federal Republic of Germany. The trend in 
employment was better in the southern regions than in the northern 
districts. This has led to the slogan "North-South gradiant" in 
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economic trends. From the historical point of view, the economic 
dynamism has shifted from the old industrial centres of the North 
to the less industrialized South. The agricultural oriented re
gions had to accept fewer losses in employment than the urban 
centres. 

The introduction of new technologies has sharpened the bor
derlines on the labour market: the enterprises have a strong in
terest in the optimal use of their human capital. In the same 
sense, the employees who belong to the permanent staff of the en
terprises are interested in the advantages of long-term labour 
contracts. New forms of employment have therefore only penetrated 
very hesitatingly and only into the marginal sectors of the labour 
market. In the present constellation of interests, the result is 
necessarily the squeezing out of the labour market of those work
ers whose competitive chances are comparatively poor. The less 
competitive among them are forced into unemployment, the elderly 
into retirement, and for the young people further training has 
accquired growing importance. The households, on the other hand, 
which were able to offer qualified and competitive workers, have 
expanded their labour supply. The price for this squeezing out la
bour from the market is the increasing burden placed on the income 
from economic activity by social expenditure. 

The forecasts for the trend in the labour market until the 
year 2000 do not show any basic change in the present constella
tion. In the light of this perspective, labour market policy can 
probably only mitigate the problems but cannot solve them. As 
regards the future dynamics of flexibility, the trend until now, 
however, provides more cause for scepticism than for euphoria. The 
introduction of more flexible rules, which always signify a new 
sharing of risks relating to employment or income, is encountering 
great resistance and will therefore require very long periods of 
time. But possibly the pressure of increasing unemployment will 
compel! the introduction of more flexible forms of employment. 
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2. Recent developments in work patterns 

2.1 Actual trends 

Since the middle of the seventies, the labour market in the 
Federal Republic of Germany has been out of balance. The number of 
persons employed reached its peak in the last year of full employ
ment in 1973, and since then has never attained that level. Even 
in 1980, the last cyclical peak in employment (26 .3 million), 
there were 600,000 persons fewer in work than there were in 1973. 
By 1985 this difference had increased to the level of 1.4 million 
(Table 2.1). 

The falling demand for labour was faced with a growing sup
ply. In the period from 1970 to 1985 an additional 150,000 persons 
came onto the labour market each year. The demographic development 
and the changing attitude to work on the part of women were the 
decisive driving forces underlying this trend. With every cyclical 
recession, therefore, unemployment reached a higher level, which 
in principle was not abandoned during the subsequent upswing. A 
similar development can also be observed in the current cyclical 
boom, caused by the phenomenon that with a growing demand for 
labour, the supply increases faster. 

As time went by, the lack of equilibrium in the labour market 
has got a structural character. By the term "structural" we mean 
that this is a long-term state, which does not disappear again, 
quasi-automatically, in the cyclical upswings. The gap between the 
demand for labour and the supply has opened so wide that even op
timistic forecasts see no chance of full employment until the turn 
of the century. The over-supply of labour has facilitated the pro
cess of selection in the labour market. As in the past, the effi
cient workers still had good opportunities, whereas the fate of 
unemployment was concentrated on workers with lower skills, begin
ners in a trade and on older workers with health restrictions on 
their efficiency and on foreigners. In the predominant number of 
cases, unemployment for these groups of employees meant long-term 
unemployment. 

As the disequilibrium in the labour market continued, the 
focal points of the debate on the political aspects of unemploy
ment have shifted. In the middle of the seventies the debate con
cerning the range of problems caused by employment was still char
acterized by the hope that unemployment would disappear again dur
ing the next cyclical uptrend. Today unemployment is seen primari
ly as a long-term and structural phenomenon. Thus questions on the 
flexibility of the labour market, the adaptability and mobility of 
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the participants in the labour market have been moved into the 
foreground, as well as questions concerning new potential for em
ployment on the margins of, or even outside, the previous employ
ment system. The search for new forms and areas of employment, 
such as will be attempted in this research project, became rele
vant. 

2.1.1 Labour supply 

The growth of labour supply was accompanied by clear alter
ations in its composition. The essential tendencies in the period· 
from 1973 to 1984 (Chart 2.1) were: 

- growing participation rates for women, above all for married 
women, 

- falling participation rates for young people up to the age of 
25, 

- falling participation rates for the older age groups, as from 60 
upwards. 

Employment participation for men was decreasing in all the 
age groups, most strongly in the age groups below 30 and over 55. 
On the other hand, women, especially in the middle age groups, 
have increased their participation rates. The difference between 
employment behaviour of men and single women has become smaller 
and there was also an approximation in participation rates of for
eigners to German levels. The formerly very high participation 
rates for foreigners are certainly still above the German level, 
but the distance has been reduced. 

The most important factors for these changes are to be found. 
in the prolonged educational periods for young people, in the ear
lier commencement of pensionable age, in the impulses for female 
of employment coming from a growing service sector, in the re
strictive policies towards foreigners since the second half of the 
seventies and in changed attitudes to employment among women. 

The increase. in the employment of women is not solely to be 
traced back to altered individual and social attitudes. It is true 
that various results of surveys have shown that the vocational and 
labour orientation of women has increased, but the major! ty of 
women participate in employment less because of their work satis-
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faction than because of financffl reasons. This has been confirmed 
by more recent investigations. 

The growth of female participation in employment has there
fore not taken place solely in part-time employment. Full-time 
employment too has substantially expanded. Thus in 1984 91 % of 
single women were in fulltime employment. However, among married 
women, this percentage was only 27 %. 

2.1.2 Labour demand 

On the average of the years 1973 to 1985, the demand for la
bour decreased annually by 0.4 %, when total employment is select
ed as the yardstick. If the demand is measured by the number of 
hours worked, the decrease amounted to as much as 1.2 % annually. 

The decrease in employment took place prior to 1980 substan
tially in the goods producing industry and in agriculture and for
estry. The subsequent recession, which affected primarily goods
producing industries, accelerated it still further. This trend did 
not remain without consequences for trade and transportation, the 
functions of which are closely connected with the production of 
goods. The strength of employment expansion in the sector of pri
vate and public services was not sufficient to compensate for the 
release of labour in the goods-producing and distributing fields. 
It is true that employment by the state, as well as by the private 
organisations of non-profit making character, and by the service 
enterprises increased between 1973 and 1983 by 1.4 million per
sons, but in agriculture and forestry, the goods-producing indus
try as well as in trade and transportation it decreased altogether 
by 3.0 million persons. This gap in employment was also contribut
ed to by the fact that the expansion of employment by the state 
and parts of the private service sector had slowed down in the 
course of the seventies (Table 2.2 and Table 5.1). 

In the sectoral development of the demand for labour, the 
dominant influence of the altered conditions for growth after 1973 
is always visible - irrespective of the measurement variables 
which are used (total employment/hours worked). In the fields in 
which production growth was negatively affected to an above-aver
age extent, the demand for labour also shows the clearest trend 
breaks. In the manufacturing industry this led to a position in 

1) See Hofbauer (1979), Klauder, lUhlewind (1981), Vogler-Ludwig 
(1983). 
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which after 1973, employment decreases in all branches with the 
exception of plastic goods production, automobile manufacture and 
the aviation and space industries. But even in these above-named 
branches, the expansions of employment remained clearly behind 
that of the sixties during this period. 

The expansion of employment in the service sector was pre
dominantly supported by the public services, the non-profit making 
organisations and the health and veterinary sector. The field of 
"miscellaneous services" profited from the displacement of service 
functions which previously had been provided within the enterpris
es of the other economic branches. The spectrum ranges from the 
cleaning of buildings (internally) to taxation, legal and economic 
consultancy (including advice). The increasing demand for services 
of the software offices also created new employment. The expansion 
in·property consultancy and the new leasing branch equally led to 
a rapid expansion of employment. The trends based on structural 
alterations in employment were in principle. reinforced by techni
cal and organisational changes. 

Parallel to the structural change in employment by industry, 
alterations in the vocational struct~)es have taken place, in the 
period from 1973 to 1982 (Table 2.3): 

- The service trade vocations have increased strongly, especially 
the social and educational vocations, the health service voca
tions and the commercial services (banking, trades, insurance 
agents inter alia). In 1982 the share of the service trade voca
tions amounted to 55 % against 42 % in the year 1961; 

- the growth of the administrative vocations had clearly slowed 
down in the course of the seventies. As in the past, the demand 
was primarily for office workers and, above all, for data pro
cessing specialists; 

- the number of employed persons in the agricultural and mining 
vocations was strongly retrogressive; 

1) More recent data on the vocational structures were not avail
able when this report went to press. In the total level of 
employment, the sectoral employment data differ from the voca
tional data because of the different methods of computation 
which were used. It must be assumed that the calculations of 
the National Accounts correctly reflect the employment level. 
The level for the vocational employment data appears to be 
exaggerated by the estimation methods used in the labour force 
survey (Chapter 7). 
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Table 2.3 

Absolute Values (1000 s) Slllre (I) Av. chlnge (I) 

1961 1973 1t82 1961 1973 1182 1961/73 1973/82 

Agricultural trades 3 626 1 967 1 386 13.8 7.3 5.2 - 5.0 - 3.1 

Mining trades 371 156 127 1.4 0.6 0.5 - 7.0 - 1.9 

Manufacturing trades 9 641 ' 717 8 731 36.7 35.9 32.6 + 0.1 - 1.0 
Cfletnical workers, plastic processors 313 293 274 1.2 1.1 1.0 + o.s - 0.7 
Stone, ceramics and glass workers 193 136 101 0.7 0.5 0.4 - 2.9 - 2.7 
Metal producers and processors 1 176 971 176 4.5 3.6 2.9 - 1.5 - 2.0 
Fitters, -.chanics 1 885 2013 2 057 7.2 7.4 7.7 + 0.6 + 0.2 
Electricians, asselblers 623 769 746 2.4 2.8 2.8 + 1.8 - 0.3 
Paper and printing trades 294 251 212 1.1 0.9 0.8 - 1.2 - 1.5 
liloochlorlters 532 385 375 2.0 1.4 1.4 - 2.7 - 0.2 
Textile and clothing trades 1 218 782 494 4.6 2.9 1.8 - 3.6 - 4.1 
Food trades 628 556 605 2.4 2.1 2.3 - 1.0 + 0.8 
Building tractesb) 983 983 143 3.7 3.6 3.5 o.o - 0.4 
Dec ora tors. painters 383 397 369 1.5 1.5 1.4 + 0.3 - 0.7 
Quality controllers, 1111 order workers 439 424 367 1.7 1.6 1.4 - 0.3 - 1.3 
Ancillary workersC) 657 1 401 1 068 2.5 5.2 4.0 + 6.5 - 2.4 
Machinists 317 3S6 344 1.2 1.3 1.3 + 1.0 - 0.3 

Technical trades 845 1 399 1 559 3.2 5.2 5.8 + 4.3 + 1.0 
Engineers 429 us 1.6 1.8 + l.l 
Chemists. physicists, llthellticians 45 51 0.2 0.2 + 1.1 
Technicians 707 792 2.6 3.0 + 1.0 
Technical special istsd) 218 231 0.8 0.9 + 0.5 

Service trades 11 032 13 489 14 843 42.0 49.8 55.5 + 1.7 + 0.9 
Sales staff 1 979 2 082 2 077 7.5 7.7 7.8 + 0.4 o.o 
Transport trades 1 881 1 723 1 590 7.2 6.4 5.9 - 0.7 - 0.7 
Service trade .. rchants 385 637 771 1.5 2.4 2.9 + 4.3 + 1.8 
Bodycare, hotel and cleaning trades 1 579 1 476 1 U4 6.0 5.5 5.5 - 0.6 - 0.1 
Educational workers 482 809 1 210 1.8 3.0 4.5 + 4.4 + 3.7 
Health service workers 457 767 1 089 1.7 2.8 4.1 + 4.4 + 3.2 
AdministretitJt trades 2 691 3 916 4 237 10.3 14.5 15.8 + 3.2 + ~.7 

Auditors. cashiers QO 420 364 1.8 1.6 1.4 - 1.1 - 1.3 
Dlta processing specialists 34 73 131 0.1 0.3 o.s + 6.6 + s.s 
Office .,-kers. office helps 

} 2 245 
3 058 3 376 } 11.3 12.6 + 0.9 

Stenographers, stenotypists. typists 365 366 8.6 1.3 1.4 o.o 
Or91nisation and .. nagement trades 703 858 1 060 2.7 3.2 4.0 + 1.7 + 1.9 
Security and policing trades 731 1 033 1 125 2.8 3.8 4.2 + 2.9 + 0.8 
Artistic professions 144 188 220 o.s 0.7 0.8 + 2.2 + 1.4 

Miscellaneous workers 738 338 128 2.8 1.2 0.5 - 6.3 - 8.4 

Total 26 253 27 066 26 774 100.0 100.0 100.0 + 0.3 - 0.1 

a) Dcllestic •plo~nt accordinJ to national census results or to the labour force survey of 1982. • b) Without 
building ancillary workers. - c Including building ancillary workers. - d) Including stage. screen and sound 
technicians. 

Source: Statistisches Burtdes•t (Census. Labour force survey). 
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- the rundown which began in the seventies in the manufacturing 
trades continued until 1982, reinforced by the cyclical down
turn; 

- this was contrasted with a further increase in the numbers em
ployed in the technical professions. 

The change in the occupational structure can be traced back 
to two components of employment variation: The first component 
results from changes in the sectoral composition of employment 
(industry effect), the second from variations in the occupational 
structure within specific industries (occupational effect). These 
components can be calculated artificially by using the shift share 
analysis, which varies one of the structural components isolated, 
while the other remains unchanged. The results are presented in 
Table 2 .4. Interpreting them one has to keep in mind, that the 
figures are derived from pure statistical calculation which does 
not allow any causal interpretation. Moreover the results lagely 
depend on the level of aggregation in both dimensions, the indus
trial as well as the occupational. 

As is shown in Table 2.4 most of the manufacturing occupa
tions were negatively affected by the change in industrial struc
tures during the period 1970 to 1982, while service occupations, 
except sales and transport occupations were positively affected. 
The same is true for the occupational effect. 

Thus, both, the industry effect as well as the occupational 
effect, have had a similar influence on the displacement of voca
tional structures in direction to service trade activities. 

The structural change in employment and the alterations in 
the vocational structure mainly affected the wage earners who ar~ 

primarily employed in manufacturing industry and in the construc
tion industry. Their number fell back in the period from 1970 to 
1985 by approximately 2.4 million (Table 2.5). The gainers were 
the salaried workers and the civil servants who profited from the 
expansion of administrative staffs right across the economic 
branches and from the increase in employment by the state. Their 
number rose in the period named above by about 2.5 million. Since 
the beginning of the seventies there have been more employees and 
officials than workers in employment in the whole national econo
my. 

Until the end of the seventies approached, the decrease in 
employment in agriculture and forestry and the continuing process 
of concentration in the sector of goods production and distribu-
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Table 2.4 

Schift ahare analyais of eaployment by industry and occupation 1970 to 1982 

coaponentsb) 

Occupation 
Ret cbaql) 

indus-of abares occupa- joint (%-points) trial tional 
effect effect effect 

Agricultural trades -2.7 -2.4 -o.3 o.o 
Mining trades -0.2 -o.1 -o.1 o.o 
Chemical workers, 
plastic processors -o.4 -o.1 -o.3 o.o 

Stone, ceramics and 
glass workers -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 o.o 

Metal producers and 
processors -1.4 -0.2 -1.3 0.1 

Fitters, aechanics -o.s -o.3 -o.s 0.3 
Electricians, assemblers -o.2 -o.3 0.2 -o.1 
Paper and printing trades -o.4 -0.1 -0.3 0.1 
Woodworkers -o.3 -o.2 -o.2 o.o 
Textile and clothing trades -1.7 -1.2 -o.7 0.2 
Food trades -o.l o.o 0.2 o.o 
Building trades -o.s -o.4 -o.4 o.o 
Decorators, painters -o.2 0.3 -o.4 -o.2 
Ancillary workers 0.6 -0.4 1.0 0.1 
Machinists o.o -o.l 0.1 -o.l 
Technical trades 1.0 o.o 1.2 0.2 
Sales staff -o.3 -0.3 0.1 o.o 
Transport trades -o.s -0.2 -o.6 o.o 
Service trade aerchants o.s 0.6 -o.1 -o.1 
Bodycare, hotel and 
cleaning trades -0.1 0.7 -0.6 0.2 

Educational workers 1.8 1.1 o.s 0.2 
Health service workers 1.7 1.3 0.3 0.1 
Administrative trades 2.0 0.9 1.2 -0.1 
Organiaation and 
aanageaent trades 1.5 0.3 1.3 -0.1 

Security and policing trades 0.6 0.9 -o.2 -0.1 
Artistic professions o.o 0.2 -o.1 o.o 

a) Total employment • 100. - b) The industrial effect is calculated with 
the assumption of aectoral employment changing alone while the occupation-
al structures of the aecotrs raain unchaqed. The occupational effect 
varies the occupational structures of the aectors only while eaployment by 
aectora reaaina unchanged. The joint effect 1& the reault of the cc.bined 
variation of both dimension• and cannot be aeparated. 

Source: Ifo-Institute. 
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Table 2.5 

Occupational statusa) 

1970 1975 1980 1985b) 

Hale and female 

(1000) 

Employers, selfemployed 1 725 1 348 957 861 

Family workers 2 679 2 439 2 356 2 425 

Civil servants 1 937 2 196 2 324 2 406 

Salaried workers 7 768 8 762 9 611 9 753 

Wage earners 12 450 11 002 11 031 10 025 

Total 26 560 25 746 26 278 25 470 

I 

Employers, selfemployed 10.1 9.5 9.0 9.5 

Family workers 6.5 5.2 3.6 3.4 

Civil servants 7.3 8.5 8.8 9.4 

Salaried workers 29.2 34.0 36.6 38.3 

Wage earners 46.9 42.7 42.0 39.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Share of woaen (%) 

Employers, selfemployed 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.1 

Family workers 84.4 85.3 86.1 86.8 

Civil servants 11.6 16.1 19.1 20.6 

Salaried workers 48.8 50.9 51.9 52.4 

Wage earners 28.2 28.3 27.7 28.6 

Total 35.9 37.2 37.3 38.2 

a) Domestic employment. - b) Preliminary. 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (National Accounts); Ifo-Institut. 
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tion reduced the number of the self-employed by 320,000 persons. 
But in the middle of the seventies this process had strongly de
celerated, and in the first half of the eighties bas swung round 
into an increase in self-employment. This constitutes the alter
ation of the generally known trend which had continued since the 
beginning of the fifties. 

New entrepreneurial and selfemployed jobs have been founded 
predominantly in the service sector, which in the meantime has 
developed into the domain of self-employed activity (Table 2.6). 
Restaurants, hotels, health and the huge sector of miscellaneous 
services are the fields of activity in which the number of the 
self-employed bas grown steadily. But simultaneously in the goods 
producing industry, in trade and even in agriculture and forestry 
the decrease in the number of the self-employed has slowed down. 
In view of the deteriorating position on the labour market, the 
self-employed were no loger offered· attractive employment alter
natives in the sector of dependent employment to the same extent 
as in the past. In addition, and presumably for the same reason, 
a number of young people or of the unemployed moved into self
employed activities. 

Table 2.6 

Employers and self-employed persons 

(1000) 

Industrya) 1970 1975 1980 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing 765 621 512 

Manufacturing 481 412 413 
Construction 168 157 149 
Trade 585 556 541 
Transportation 78 76 83 
Financial inst., insurance 31 37 43 
Miscalleneous services 572 581 613 

Total 2 679 2 439 2 356 

Without agriculture, 
forestry, fishing 1 915 1 818 1 844 

a) Classification: Systematik der Wirtschaftszweige 
fUr die Berufsz~hlung 1970). -b) Preliminary. 

1985b) 

502 
403 
140 
561 

83 
45 

690 

2 425 

1 923 

(Fassung 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (National Accounts); Ifo-Institut. 
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Since 1970, the number of family workers has approximately 
halved. But here too there is a clear deceleration of the process 
at a low level meanwhile. 

The proportion of women in total employment has risen since 
1970 from 36 % to 38 %. In particular among the civil servants and 
salaried workers there has been a clear increase in female employ
ment whereas their share in wage earning vocations and in the 
self-employed remained unchanged (Table 2 .5). These changes are 
closely connected with the structural change in employment by in
dustry and with the alteration of the vocational structures. 

On the whole, negative effects on female employment resulted 
from sectoral structural change in the period from 1970 to 1985. 
This is connected primarily with a strong down-trend among women 
helping in agricultural enterprises, but it ist also to be traced 
back to the decrease in employment in the leather, textile and 
clothing sectors, as well as in electrical engineering, precision 
machinery and optics, metal goods and musical instruments, toys 
etc. The impulse for demand on the other hand, stemmed from the 
expansion of employment by the state, especially in education and 
the health service, as well as in the private non-profit organisa
tions and in the miscellaneous services. But they alone were not 
adequate to compensate for the negative impulses from the other 
sectors. 

The advance of women on the labour market is therefore gov
erned substantially on the demand side by the changes in the 
branch-specific vocational structures in the direction of adminis
tration and services. But it is also connected with changes on the 
supply side. Women were able to increase their share of employment 
in a whole series of vocational fields. This applies particularly 
to those vocational fields which were previously the focal points 
for female employment, i.e. the trading and administrative voca
tions, and the educational and health services. In the sector of 
manufacturing trades, the female proportion has, on the other 
hand, decreased with the exception of the metal, textile and 
clothing trades. 

2.1.3 Working time 

In the second half of the seventies the disputes in collec
tive bargaining between the trade unions and employers were con
centrated increasingly on the question of reducing working hours, 
because, in the development. of the working week, stagnation had 
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practically been reached. The reduction in the annual working time 
of fully employed workers had clearly slowed down in the period 
from 1973 to 1985 when compared with 1963 to 1973, especially when 
the collectively agreed working time component is observed (Table 
2. 7). In 1985 every full-time employee worki~ on average 1 804 
hours a year against 1 979 hours in 1973. This decrease is 
mainly the result of the reduction in the contractual weekly work
ing time, as well as of the extension of the contractual annual 
vacation. Solely because of these two factors there was an addi
tional reduction of the annual working time by 108 hours in 1985 
against 1973. Moreover, the decrease of overtime caused a further 
decrease amounting to 57 hours per year. 

Table 2.7 

Annual working time of full-time workers 

(hours per year) 

1960/73 

Average working time 
(beginning of the period) 2 218 

Components of working time 
changes: 

- Weekly hours (collectively 
aggreed) - 193 

- Annual vacation 
(collectively aggreed) - 62 

- Public holidays - 15 
- Shortfall hours (short time 

work, strike, bad weather) - 5 
- Overtime + 36 

Total change - 239 

Average working time (end of 
the period) 1 979 

1973/85 

1 979 

- 59 

- 49 
- 7 

- 3 
- 57 

- 175 

1 804 

Source: Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung; 
Ifo-Institut. 

1) Loss of working time due to illness is not taken into account. 
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The breakthrough in the reduction of weekly working time was 
achieved in 1984, when a contractual weekly working time of 38.5 
hours was agreed for the metals industry. At the end of 1985, con
tractual weekly working times of less than 40 hours were applica
ble to 27 % of the workers. For a further 12 %, agreements had 
already been concluded in accordance with which the working time 
will be reduced in the years 1986 or 1987. Almost all the other 
contractual agreement provide for a 40 hour week. 

Apart from the dispute on collective bargaining policies, in 
the second half of the seventies an intensive discussion began 
concerning the flexibility of working time. By increasing part
time employment, job-sharing, sabbaticals, variable transition to 
retirement etc., it was hoped on the one hand that more freedom 
would be created for the realisation of individual preferences of 
the workers and that the number of the employed would be in
creased. On the other hand, greater flexibility in individual 
working times should open up the potential for prolonging the 
operating time of the production facilities. Thereby the capital 
costs per unit of output could be reduced, capital investment 
saved and additional employment could be created. 

Among the employed persons, in the past between 15 and 50 % 
of those surveyed have advocated reducffons in working time, de
pending on the method of the survey. The number of those in 
favour was, above all, large at that time when the question was 
oriented towards the personal wishes of the worker. About one 
quarter of those surveyed was prepared to accept reductions in in
come in exchange for a decrease in working time. In the list of 
various possibilities for the reduction of working time the reduc
tion of age limits for retirement ranked before the reduction in 
weekly working time and this in turn ranked before the prolonga
tion of holidays. But all three forms find strong support. As 
regards weekly working time, it has been found that the unskilled 
and skilled workers vote more frequently for a constant or longer 
working week, while on the other hand the younger workers and 
single people without children are more frequently interested in a 
reduction than the average of those employed. 

Most frequently it was the night workers, shift-workers and 
workers with a high proportion of overtime who advocated a shorter 
working week. Therefore the interest in working time reductions is 
not quite uniformly distributed among the workers and it is unmis
takenly limited by the reductions in income which are associated 
with reductions in working time. 

1) Landenberger (1983). 
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More recent results from the surveys indicate that the pro
gress already achieved in the reduction of the weekly working 
time, on the one hand, and the weak income trends in the first 
half of the eighties, on the other hand, have reduced the degree 
of preference for further reductions in working time. As the re
sults of the Employee Survey made by the European Community show, 
in 1977 55 % of workers still preferred shorter working times to 
an increase in income, whereas in 1985 the figure was only 30 %. 
In contrast, the proportion of those who prefer a highe

1
)income to 

shorter working times has increased form 35 to 56 %. Here the 
Federal Republik of Germany is not alone. With the exception of 
Italy, where previously a higher proportion of workers was inter
ested in increasing income, the same shift can be found in all the 
European Community countries. The change in attitutde was strong
est in Great Britain. 

The actual implementation of more flexible forms of working 
time can only progress very slowly, in contrast to the existing 
intentions. This can be recognised in particular from the trend of 
part-time work. In 1984 its proportion amounted to 11.6 % on the 
average of the national economy (Table 2.8). But ten years ago it 
already amounted to 9 %. Little has changed in this period with 
respect to the sectoral concentration of part time working in 
trade, services and private non-profit organisations. 

The share of women rose still futher in the past and amounts 
today to 92 %. Compared with other industrial nations, the part
time ratio in the Federal Republic of Germany is relatively low. 
In particular, the Scandinavian countries, i.e. Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, but also Great Britain, The Net~rlands and the states of 
North America have higher proportions. Beyond that, part-time 
working has experienced clearly greater growth rates in these 
countries in the course of the seventies. 

The slow expansion which was observed in part-time work is. 
surprising in view of the strong demand for part-time jobs. In 
particular, married women, women who are fully employed and older 
workers J~pressed a special interest in response to the available 
surveys. However, the supply of part-time jobs remained rela
tively small. According to a survey which was carried out by the 
Ifo-Institute in 1977, the enterprises of the manufacturing indus
try considered at that time that only an additional 5 % of jobs 
could be shared. In trade t~) figure was 10 % and in the construc
tion industry it was 2 %. The slow growth of part-time work 

1) Commission of the European Communities (1985). 
2) OECD (1985), P• 26. 
3) Landenberger (1983), PP• 81 et seq. 
4) Friedrich, Spitznagel (1978), pp. 246 et seq. 
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Table 2.8 

Part-time work 1984 

(as % of employed persons) 

Total Male Female 

~: 15 - 25 4.6 2.5 7.2 

25 - 35 11.3 1.8 26.0 

35 - 45 15.0 o.a 40.5 

45 - 55 14.3 0.7 40.5 

55 and more 14.0 2.7 35.6 

Sort of labour contract: 

Unlimited 11.4 0.9 28.7 

Fixed term 12.4 6.4 21.9 

Sector: 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing 11.0 4.4 27.2 

Energy, mining and 
quarring 2.9 0.6 24.4 

Manufacturing 6.7 1.1 21.5 

Construction 3.9 1.1 33.7 

Trade 21.1 1.7 34.9 

Transportation, post and 
communication 8.o 1.1 31.5 

Financial institutions, 
insurance 11.0 0.9 21.3 

Miscellaneous services 20.0 4.7 28.1 

Private services 8.6 0.9 27.0 

Private households, non-
profit organisations 30.3 6.0 43.1 

Total 11.6 1.5 27.9 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (Labour force survey). 
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which could be observed in the subsequent years has confirmed the 
low propensity of the enterprises to offer part-time jobs. 

2.2 Forecasts 

2.2.1 Global developments 

Model computations on the development of the labour market in 
the eighties and nineties have been submi

1
)ted by the Institut fUr 

Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung (lAB) They have been sup
plemented in the recent period by differentiated projections of 
sectoral employment structures and qualitative cha~es in the 
working landscape (activity features, qualifications). 

The global labour market forecast of the lAB sets out from 
separate estimates of the labour supply and of the demand for 
labour. Both on the supply side as well as on the demand side, 
three variants have been estimated respectively. The forecast 
variants for the labour supply are based on the following assump
tions: 

- Lower variant: Decelerated increase in the economic activity of 
women (halving of the previous rising trend; emmigration until 
1988, and from 1996 immigration). 

- Middle variant: Continuation of the long term trend in employ
ment participation; no migration. 

- Upper variant: Increased rise in participation rates of women; 
immigration. 

The results of these projections are shown in Chart 2.2. The 
supply of labour, according to the middle variant of the projec
tion, reaches its peak at 29.6 million persons employed at the end 
of the eighties or the beginning of the nineties. This figure is 
1.2 million above the level of 1982, which is the base year for 
the forecast. According to the middle variant a decrease in the 
labour supply is to be expected until 2000, because of the demo
graphic trend. However this trend can be compensated by a further 
increase in the economic activity of women and by immigration, 
depending on the assumptions chosen. 

1) Klauder, Schnur, Thon (1985). 
2) Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung (1986). 
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Labour market projections 1982-2000 
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The estimate of labour demand is based on various assumptions 
concerning the long term growth of the economy, on working times 
and on productivity. It is assumed that productivity depends posi
tively on the growth of value added (Table 2.9). The estimate of 
this relationship is made on the level of the individual economic 
sectors. As regards working times, it is assumed that after the 
slow down in the second half of the seventies the speed of working 
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time reduction will accelerate again in the future. On the aver
age, a decrease of 1 % per year is expected. 

According to these assumptions, a long-term growth of the 
economy of 2.5 % per annum until the year 2000 could approximately 
keep number of jobs at the same level as in 1984 (middle variant). 
In the case of 1 % of annual growth (lower variant), a reduction 
of about 3.5 million jobs should be expected by the year 2000. In 
the case of the upper variant (3% annual growth), about 1 million 
additional jobs could be created. The trend of labour demand, how
ever, will in no case be adequate to fill the gaps in the labour 
market. Even in the most favourable case of high growth and slow 
increase of labour supply, 800,000 registered unemplot~d persons 
must be expected by the end of the century (Table 2.9). 

However, this combination of assumption possesses only a lim
ited degree of plausibility, because the rising demand for labour 
as well as the economic participation of women and immigration 
might well provide certain stimulants. Therefore the highest prob
ability stems from the combination of the respectively upper, 
medium and lower variants for both supply and demand. In the case 
of the registered unemployed persons, this is shown in Table 2.9 
by the diagonal line from the left at the top to the right down
wards. None of this figures allow the assumption that by the year 
2000, the number of registered unemployed persons will fall below 
the level of today. 

2.2.2 Structural change 

On the basis of the forecasts for the global labour market 
trend, structural change by industry until the turn of the century 
has f>een forecast in a joint study made by PROGNOS-AG and the· 
lAB. The three scenarios for growth mentioned in the chapter 
before were used as the points of departure for a demand-oriented 
structural model. Structural change in production is derived in 
this model from changes in the compos! tion of national economic 
demand {private consumption, public consumption, investments, 
exports and imports) and from the structural changes within these 
components. The integration of the production sectors was taken 
into consideration by input-output tables. Productivity growth was 

1) The number of registered unemployed persons results from the 
difference between the labour supply and the demand for labour 
(1.2 million) and the assumption that 67 % of those unemployed 
are registered at the labour offices. 

2) See Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung (1986). 
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Table 2.9 

Labour market projections by the year 2000 

(base year 1982) 

Lower Middle 
variant variant 

Change per year 

Gross domestic product 
(real) + 1.2 + 2.5 

Average working time 
per head - 1.3 - 1.0 

Productivity per hour + 3.2 + 3.5 

Labour demand - o. 7 - 0.1 
(1982: 25.6 million) 22.6 25.3 

Labour SUEElia) Million 
(1982: 28.4 million) 

Lower variant - 27.5 

Middle variant - 28.5 

Upper variant - 30.1 

Resistered unem2lo~ent 
(1982: 1.8 million) 

Lower variantb) 3.0 1.4 

Middle variantb) 3.6 2.0 

Upper variantb) 4.6 3.0 

Upper 
variant 

in % 

+ 3.0 

- 1.2 

+ 4.0 

+ 0.2 
26.3 

-
-
-

0.8 

1.4 

2.3 

a) Total employment plus registered and non-registered un-
employment. - b) Variant for labour supply projection. 

Source: Klauder, Schnur, Thon (1985). 
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forecasted on the sectoral level, with a differentiation being 
made between a trend component and an output dependent component. 

The results of the sectoral forecasts confirm the secular 
trend to the service sectors. In the year 2000, the share of the 
service sectors of total employment might well amount to 58 % 
compared with 50 % in 1980 (Table 2.10). The service sector will 
remain on a growth track until 2000 a.d.: Using the assumptions 
of the middle variant from 1982 to 2000, a growth of employment 
amounting to 1.3 million persons can be expected (+1.7 million in 
the upper variant, -280,000 in the lower). 

Table 2.10 

Agriculture, for-
estry, fishing 

Goods producing 
industries 

Trade, transporta-
tion, services 
(incl. public 
services) 

Total 

Employment 1960 to 2000 

(%) 

Base 
1960 1970 1980 

13.7 8.5 5.5 

47.9 48.9 44.2 

38.4 42.5 50.4 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

a) Middle variants. 

year 
1982 1984 2000a) 

5.4 5.5 4.3 

42.7 41.5 38.0 

51.8 53.1 57.6 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung (1986), 
P• 42. 

Within the manufacturing industry the requirement for person
nel increases in all three growth variants solely in the sectors 
of precision machinery, optics as well as aviation and space. 
Employment by the state will also rise, though by no means as 
strongly as in the past. Increases in employment are also to be 
anticipated, partly accelerating and partly decelerating, primari-
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ly among the non-profit organisations, in post and tele-communica
tions, and in private services (legal and economic consultancy, 
leasing and automobile hire, information offices, security serv
ices, exhibition companies etc.). 

In the case of the banks and insurance companies, the need 
for personnel will on the contrary only slightly expand, because 
here the growth of productivity is higher than on the average. In 
the case of the lower variant, the number of employees even de
creases in the nineties. 

There will be a further reduction in employment across the 
board in agriculture (but at a slower tempo in the nineties) and 
in the sectors of electricity/gas/water, mining, trade and trans
port. For construction the upper variant alone provides growth in 
the nineties. In the manufacturing industry as a whole, below
average growth and above-average productivity progress will com
bine, and thus the decrease in employment will continue, according 
to the forecast. With slightly faster growth of production in the 
nineties, however, the decrease in employment will slow down. 

In the middle variant the largest number of additional jobs 
will be found in the branch group entitled "miscellaneous serv
ices" which includes various services like cleaning, legal and 
economic advice, engineering, data processing, market research 
etc. (650,000, Chart 2.3). One quarter of these jobs will arise in 
the professions of "legal and business consultancy, architecture, 
advertising and housing'', and a further one-fifth of the addition
al working places will be found in health and veterinary services. 
A plus figure of 609,000 in employment growth is anticipated in 
the public services and in social insurance. The employment level 
in the branches "trade and transportation" will decrease in all 
three variants (326,000 in the middle variant). The most dynamic 
growth (percentage increase of the number employed in the period 
1982/2000) will be shown in services which are primarily enter
prise-related. Nevertheless, high above-average growth rates are 
expected for non-profit organizations with primarily personal 
services. 

The growth of employment in the service sector does not mean 
an equally large increase in full time jobs. For the period 1982/ 
2000, a more than proportional increase in the share of part-time 
jobs is expected. But this will not exceed the slow trend to part
time employment we had in the past. 

From these tendencies of sectoral change in employment, the 
changes to be anticipated in job content and in qualifications are 
also inferred. Accordingly the following trends are to be expect
ed: 
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Chart 2.3 

~ployment by sectors 

(net change 1982-2000; (1000); middle variant) 

Miscellaneous services 
Public services 
Private households and organis. 
Conrnunicat ion t---....----' 
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Mechanical, optical instr. 
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64 
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Office, computing machinery 
Glass and glass products 
Pottery, china and earthware 
Pulp, paper, paperboard 
Structural metal products 
Foundries 
Ship building 
Wood processing 
Petroleum refineries 
Music instruments, toys 
Rubber products 
Plastic products 
Electrical equipment 
Non-ferrous metal 
Leather products 
Fabricated metal products 
Machinery 
Paper products 
Furniture, wood products 
Jron and steel 
Printing 
Energy, gas, water 

~--r Wearing apparel 
,___..,.. Transportation 

..------1 Textiles 
Chemical industry 

r---"------t Wholesale trade. retan trade 
....,.._------1 Motor vehicles, repair 
i--------1 Construction 
------- Agriculture, forestry, fishing 

Source: Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufsforschung; PROGNOS AG. 
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-In the year 2000, there will be about 17.7 million in the labour 
force who carry out tasks in the infrastructure and in the serv
ice trades, but only 6.6 million who perform production work. 

- In the sectors of goods production 54 % (in 1980 the figure was 
58 %) of the labour force will carry out production work. 

- In 1980 there were 59 % of total employment still engaged in 
fields of activity which will shrink in numbers by the year 
2000, of the male workers in 1980 about 84 % were employed in 
these groups (of female workers this figure was only 64 %); for 
foreigners, the share in 1980 was 77 %. 

- Activity in the sectors "research and development" and "manage
ment", will expand fastest according to the forecast (from 0.3 
to 1.3 million). This growth is higher than that in the sevice 
t·rades in the narrower sense of the term (+0.2 up to 1.0 mil
lion). 

This shift in the activity structures might well lead on its 
own to a higher requirement for workers with factory and school 
vocational training, and especially for university and high school 
graduates. If one already assumes a continuation of the trend to
wards higher qualifications, this tendency will clearly be rein
forced. The requirement for labour without training will decline 
from about. 30 % at present to less than 20 %. 

The share of jobs for the specialist school level will remain 
substantially unchanged at from 6 to 7 %, whereas for the qualifi
cation levels "factory training/vocational schools" the highest 
rates of growth are projected: for the first-named level 58 to 
60 % of all jobs will be available (against 53 % in 1982) and for 
the second named level 13 to 15% (8.5% in 1982). 

In particular, for the high school graduates a comparison 
with the corresponding estimates of supply shows that in the long
term view, there will be a requirement for academic graduates 
which could be approximately equal to the future supply. 

2.3 In search of new areas and new forms of employment growth 

Ten years of high unemployment on the one hand, and the pros
pect of continuing labour surpluses on the other have not left the 
debate on employment policy in the Federal Republic of Germany un
touched. If in the first years after the recession in 1974/75 it 
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was still hoped that unemployment would disappear again in the 
next cyclical upturn, this optimism has today evaporated. In the 
present discussion unemployment is primarily seen as a long term 
and structural phenomenon. Consequently new questions have been 
thrust into the foreground of the debate on labour market policy: 

- Had the continuing pressure of high unemployment and the change 
in employment policy outlook any consequences for the behaviour 
of the suppliers and employers of labour, or does labour market 
rigidity remain untouched in the disequilibrium? 

- In the intensive discussion on labour market flexibility, is 
there a new mobility of labour to be discerned, in which the 
job-seekers make better use of their opportunities, or is flexi
bility only reasonally expected of those who have in any event 
no possibility of choice? 

- Were new forms of employment developed in the continuing dis
equilibrium which also create access to the labour market for 
those who were formerly excluded from it? 

- Lastly how have the politicians reacted to the rise of unemploy
ment and what opportunities are offered by changed forms of em
ployment as instruments of an active labour market policy? 

The following observations are linked with these questions. 
The subject of observation, new forms of employment, necessarily 
leads the analysis into areas which have previously only been 
developed in first principles, and therefore are more on the mar
gin than in the centre of the labour market development. Neverthe
less, in these marginal phenomena possibly important changes in 
labour conditions are appearing, which for the years ahead of us 
provide some starting points for political action. 
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3. New forms of employment growth 

The changes which have been illustrated above in the sectoral 
and vocational structures of employment constitute an important 
phase in the description of a changing labour landscape. But the 
description of such changes on the basis of alterations in the 
figures of the economically active persons must remain incomplete, 
since they only cover quantitative displacements between the 
fields of employment. Over the period of decades which is observed 
in such analyses, however, new vocations appear, old vocations 
disappear and above all they alter their vocational content in the 
process of technical change. Vocational definitions are redefined, 
fields of activity are altered, new work means are employed etc. 
Moreover the social position, with which the exercise of a voca
tion is connected, changes. All these modifications, however, are 
not detected when using fixed vocational classifications. 

The inadequacy of vocational statistics led during the seven
ties in the Federal Reppflic of Germany to an intensive discussion 
of vocational content. The discussion showed that an adequate 
description of this change is not possible within the framework of 
static vocational classifications. The content of vocations ex
tends to various dimensions and can scarcely be described in one 
word. For the specification of vocational content, information is 
important on the following: 

- the object of the vocational activity, 
- the working means, 
- the place of work, 
-the functional area (department, organisational unit), 
- the necessary qual~fication and 
- the social status. ) 

In the light of this study, which is primarily concerned with 
functional changes in vocational content, the change in job duties 
and qualifications was placed in the foreground. These aspects 
were surveyed by the research in multiple ways: 

- The vocational contents were made more precise by the use of ad
ditional indicators. The important aspect was primarily to de
tect the main activity of those working in the economy. Thereby 
the shifts of definitions of duties and vocational contents 
within individual trades could be described. 

1) A summary of the discussion is to be found in BC:Shl, Stoo.B, 
Troll (1980). 

2) Op.cit. p. 158. 
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- Further details were supplied by a large variety of case studies 
which were concerned with the effect of technological and of 
organisational changes on vocational contents. 

- Finally, differentiated observations of changes in occupational 
structures can be used in order to demonstrate - at least on the 
level of individual branches - the changes in the spectrum of 
duties of production characterized by the division of labour. 

3.1 Main activity 

For the better characterization of vocational contents an 
outline of activity characteristics was developed in the Federal 
Republic of Germany which makes it possible to classify in afford
ance with their primary functions in the working process. The 
functional scheme which is used today covers ten characteristic 
features: 

- production (extraction, production, processing, building, plant
ing, installation, assembly) 

- regulation of machinery, maintenance (regulation, adjustment, 
control, operation and maintenance) 

- repairs (repairs, improvement, restoration, renovation) 

- trade (purchasing, sales, cashiers, intermediaries, client con-
sultancy, negotiation, advertising) 

- office work (typing, calculating, bookkeeping, programming, 
screenwork) 

- planning and research (analysis, research, testing, checking, 
planning, design, formation, drawing) 

- management (management, coordination, organisation, leadership) 

- general services (restaurants, hotels, cleaning, ironing, pack-
ing, loading, transport, sorting) 

1) The first attempt at a survey on main activity was undertaken 
by the Deutsches Institut fUr Wirtschaftsforschung, Berlin, at 
the end of the sixties. In 1969 the features developed by the 
DIW were accepted for the first time in the official statistics 
in the questionnaire for the labour force survey. Comparative 
data are available for the surveys of the years 1973, 1976, 
1978 and 1980. In 1982 the classification catalogue was altered 
again. 
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- security (supervision, application of laws and regulations, in
terpretation thereof, certification) 

- training, information (education, teaching, consultancy, care, 
medical treatment, publishing, entertainment, lectures) 

It can be seen from the differentiation of the vocations in 
accordance with these characteristics what changes have taken 
place in the typical vocational functions during the period. This 
is shown in Table 3.1 for the major vocational sectors and for 
selected vocations in the period 1973 to 1982. The changes which 
can be seen in the table allow the discernment of two basic ten
dencies: 

- In the manufacturing vocations, in the course of automation of 
production the activities which are concerned with the produc
tion of goods have clearly lost weight in favour of the activi
ties which are concerned with the operation, maintenance and 
repair of the production apparatus. Between 1973 and 1982 the 
share of those employed in the manufacturing vocation, whose 
main activity was the production of goods, fell from 62 to 53 %. 
On the other hand, the activities concerned with machine oper
ation and maintenance have increased together from 21 to 33 %. 
This change was less due to the shift in employment to vocations 
which typically carry out such activities (for example machine 
operators) but it was primarily caused by the change in voca
tional content. Characteristic of this process are the vocations 
for electricians and mechanics which are shown in Table 3 .1. 
However, in other vocations of the manufacturing sector as well, 
corresponding trends can be found (for example the textile and 
clothing trades, and the building trades). The growing capital 
stock, moreover, required to an increasing extent technically 
qualified workers (engineers, technicians) in the functions of 
maintenance and repair. 

- In the service trades, in contrast to the manufacturing trades, 
no tendency towards a shift in vocational content can be dis
cerned. On the contrary, it seems that specialisation on the 
functions which are typical of the vocation has taken place. 
This is recognized, for example, in the case of sales workers, 
where the trading activities have increased in weight, but ohter 
functions, such as consultancy, control, and transport, have 
decreased. This process can be seen to a still greater extent in 
the case of office workers. The specialisation of this vocation
al sector can be regarded as an expression of increasing ration
alisation of the administrative and service activities, in which 
ancillary functions are either transferred to other specialists 
or cut down. 
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'fable 3.1 

lqula-

'rotal U.oa of flao- Otbar Occupatioaal aroupa •plor 
Procluc- •chi a- lapaira trade Office aiq, ......... 

acu:~-aDd aelectacl tear 
••t 

Uoa ery, wrk reaearch ••t tie a occupatioaa •1a-
teDaDCe 

1000 I 

Aarieultural tradea 1973 1 967 90.6 I I I I I 0.3 I 
1982 1 386 93.4 1.0 I 1.5 o.s 0.4 o.s I 

M1aera, quarr,aen, 1973 1.56 87.2 I I I I I I I 
aDd related vorkera 1982 127 80.4 9.9 I I I I I I 

Haaufaeturina tradea 1973 9717 61.8 7.8 13.1 1.1 0.4 0.6 0.6 14.6 
1982 8 731 52.9 14.5 18.4 1.3 1.4 2.5 0.9 8.1 

- NeehaDica 1973 896 52.8 14.4 24.5 I I I I I 
1982 858 45.3 18.5 32.0 I I I I I 

- Eleetridana 1973 688 40.2 6.3 35.0 I I 2.0 1.2 I 
1982 680 34.5 22.7 33.1 1.2 2.4 ).2 1.3 I 

- 'leztile aa&)elotb- 1973 638 76.0 2.1 u.o I I I I I 
iD& traclea 1982 397 72.8 7.3 11.4 I I I I I 

- luildia& trade• 
e) 

1973 1 257 88.4 0.8 8.1 I I I o.8 I 
1982 1 013 80.2 2.0 13.2 I I I 1.3 I 

Technical tradea 1973 1 399 15.6 3.8 s.o 2.0 2.3 45.0 n.o 15.3 
1982 1 559 8.1 10.4 4.3 2.7 15.7 41.7 12.6 4.5 

- Eaaiaeera, cheaiata, 1973 474 10.6 1.9 2.1 2.5 1.1 53.6 17.0 11.2 
phyaiaiata, .. th-. 1982 536 3.9 6.2 1.3 3.1 12.8 51.2 17.8 3.7 

- Teebniciana, tech- 1973 925 18.2 4.8 6.5 1.8 3.0 40.5 7.8 17.5 
Dical apecialiata 1982 1 023 10.4 12.6 5.9 2.5 17.2 )6.7 9.9 4.8 

Service tradea 1973 13 489 2.6 1.1 1.2 17.6 22.2 2.6 6.9 45.8 
1982 14 843 2.3 1.8 1.4 17.1 28.6 2.2 6.6 40.0 

- Sal•• wrure 1973 2 082 2.2 I 1.5 76.2 3.2 0.6 s.o 1~.9 

1982 2 077 2.2 0.4 2.2 79.6 5.9 0.4 4.5 4.8 

- Entrepreaaura, 1973 574 u.o I 1.7 22.0 4.9 4.0 44.8 9.4 
.. uaera 1982 750 6.7 1.6 2.6 20.3 12.9 3.1 46.5 6.3 

- Office vorkera 1973 2 929 I I I 9.6 59.4 5.0 7.9 15.9 
1982 3 262 I I I 9.0 74.9 2.1 5.8 5.7 

- Bealth aenice 1973 767 I I I 2.5 3.5 I I 91.9 
wrura 1982 1 089 I I I 3.2 4.4 ).2 I 86.9 

All occupatioaa 1973 27 066 31.5 3.6 5.6 9.6 u.s 3.9 4.3 30.0 
1982 26 774 24.2 6.5 7.1 10.3 17.4 4.5 4.7 25.3 

a) Tranaportatioa, coatrollina, aeeurina, peraoaal aervicea, educatina aDd inforaina, ao reapoue. -
b) bcludiD& leather aDd peltry aaura. - c) tne1ud1aa ancillary vorlten. 

Sources ltatiatiacbea luDdea .. t (Labour force aurwey). 
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The spectrum of activities in the whole economy has been 
clearly displaced by the change in vocational content and the 
varying employment trends in individual vocational groups. Fewer 
people are employed in the production of goods, whereas adminis
tration, planing and management provide an increasing share of 
work. The production of goods takes place increasingly in automat
ed production plants, which for their part require an increasing 
proportion of services and maintenance personnel. The decline in 
employment in goods production is thus not only due to the reduc
tion of the number of production workers, but also in the func
tional sense to the decrease in production activities themselves. 

3.2 Case studies 

Aggregated data do not permit adequate recognition of the 
content changes in vocational tasks and the shift in qualification 
requirements, which result, in particular, from technological 
change. Case studies are therefore a necessary source of informa
tion in order to be able to cover qualitatively and quantitatively 
the effect of reorganisational processes during the introduction 
of technical innovations. However, they bring with them the danger 
that individual cases on the factory level may be generalized and 
new "revolutionary" effects are expected or feared from technical 
change. The actual trend contradicts these expectations. Case 
studies can therefore supply important details and improve reasons 
for the phenomena which are observed. However, their generalisa
tion is only possible on the basis of representative computation 
processing. 

The problem of the change in vocational qualification re
quirements has mainly been seen in the Federal Republic of Germany 
in connection with technological change. In the course of the 
seventies and eighties a series of studies was submitted which 
analysed on the level of individual plant the effects of new tech
nologies on the labour market. The important works concerned with 
this group of problems were: 

- the studies made by the Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufs
forschung on the research problem "Effects of technical change 
on the labour force", in which the quantitative and qualitative 
effects of technical and organifftional changes in different 
economic branches were studied. These studies are distin
guished by the fact that they include relatively high numbers of 
cases, and not only specific technology, but the entire spectrum 

1) Cf. works by Lahner and Dostal. 
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of technical and organisational change. Thereby they provide an 
important precondition for generalisation; 

- the sociological sffdies of industry, especially the wort,s by 
Kern and Schumann , but also by Mickler and Baethge in 
which the changes in the field of industrial production were 
studied; 

- the later works on the effects of the use of micro-electronics 
particular in the 3~ield of information technology, administra
tion and services; 

In the comments below, it is only possible to summarize the 
results of these studies. Not all the studies have been concen
trated on the aspect of qualitative effects which is important to 
this investigation. The summary of the individual results, how
ever, provides a clear picture of the requirements for adaptation 
with which the labour force is confronted in the process of tech
nical change. 

The studies carried out by the Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und 
Berufsforschung were done mainly during the seventies. They were 
concerned with the following economic sectors: commerce, metal
processing industry, printing industry, food-stuffs industry, wood 
and plastic processing. For the years 1971 and 1979 a com~,rative 
study of the metal-processing industry was submitted. Even 
though the period, which was surveyed is relatively long ago, the 
results are nevertheless relevant. 

With respect to the qualitative changes which result from the 
initiation of technical and orgagysational change, these studies 
came to the following conclusion: 

- Labour requirements: here a clear decrease is found in burden
some environmental influences and physical stress. The intellec~ 
tual stress (increased attention), on the other hand, is in
creasing as well as the responsibility for men and machines. On 
the whole, increased demands on qualifications are clearly to be 
found. 

1) Kern, Schumann {1970, 1984). 
2) Mickler et al. (1978). 
3) Institut fUr sozialwissenschaftliche Forschung (1980); Scholz 

et al. (1980); Reinhard et al. (1983); Rohmert, Heider {1982); 
Troll {1982). 

4) Lahner (1983). 
5) Dostal (1982 a). 
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-Labour content: the clear decrease in manual labour and direct 
machine operations as well as the decrease in ancillary activi
ties in the transport sector are compared to the clear increase 
of adjustment and supervising activities and by the increase in 
tertiary activity in offices and workshops. 

- Labour conditions: in the course of the technical changes, a 
clear upgrading is found in wage structure, but also an increase 
in the compensation forms which come under the heading of bonus 
work and piecework. Equally there is an expansion of shift la
bour as well as of labour determined by timing. 

However, the results on the quantitative effects appear to be 
interesting. In the areas which were studied in manufacturing 
industry, technical changes led on average (based on all persons 
employed in these branches) to: 

- 3.6 % of calculated labour saving 
+ 1.3 % the positive balance from hirings and job changes 

=- 2.3 % global direct savings in the labour force p.a. 1> 

This is approximately in conformity in magnitude with the 
annual increase in productivity, which emerges from the data in 
the National Accounts. The rate of savings in the labour force 
might remain relatively steady accordingly, and may not accelerate 
suddenly, as many authors have feared, in trend phases. This is 
indicated also by the composition of technical and organisational 
change which was found in the study by lAB: 68 % took place in the 
spheres of new construction, replacement, displacement or cessa
tion of factories and plants. 24 % were concerned with changes in 
the operating process. The introduction of new technologies (new 
processes, new materials and other form of energies), on the other 
hand, were in the background with2~ proportion of 8 % of all tech-
nical and organisational changes. . 

In the field of industrial sociology, a number of studies was 
submitted during the seventies which were concerned with the con
sequences of technology with reference to labour organisation,' 
qualification requirements and the degree of division of labour. 
In the foreground, the changed part played by the skilled worker 
in the industrial process was observed. The important question was 
whether the function of the skilled worker which is highly esteem
ed by society is being subjected to an increasing underminig of 
its qualification by the mechanization and automation o.f the pro
duction process. 

1) Dostal (1982 a), p. 124. 
2) Dostal (1982 a), p. 121. 
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In 1970 Kern and Schumann came to the conclusion, on the 
basis of case studies in various industrial sectors, that techni
cal trends lead not only to a differentiation of the spectrum of 
qualif~cations of industrial labour, but also to its polariza
tion. Accordingly, on the higher levels of mechanization, 
together with highly qualified activity, new simple and unskilled 
types of work are constantly arising. There can be no talk of a 
general increase in qualifications in the course of technical 
progress. 

It was feared that this would primarily affect skilled worker 
activities. In a study which was co~~eted by the Soziologisches 
Forschungsinstitut Gattingen (SOFI) 1 in 1977 and which was 
also concerned with changes in qualifications in the industrial 
sector, the conclusion was drawn that the traditional qualified 
skilled worker activities, which are typically distinguished by 
the unity of craftsman-like skill, the feel for materials, subjec
tive intelligence and high quality consciousness, have been modi
fied to a far reaching extent with partial maintenance of the old 
vocational designations: 

- On the whole, more skilled activity sectors are disappearing 
than new ones created. 

- Groups with new types of requirements, either in the direction 
of more developed social and communicative qualifications or in 
the direction of highly skilled technical qualifications are 
compared with the partial sectors which, by comparison with 
earlier periods, have reduced levels of specialists competence. 

- With the exception of the maintenance sector, the dissolution of 
the traditionally skilled sectors of high qualification goes 
hand in hand with the expansion of numerous more restricted 
partial jobs in the sense of simple activity and ever-day jobs 
of an easy type. 

The quantitative substitution of traditional skilled worker 
activities by ancillary labour, which led to the loss of opportu
nities for more skilled labour, was therefore seen as an empirical 
proof of a clear polarization tendency of thJ) requirements for 
qualification in the sector of industrial work. 

1) Kern, Schumann (1970), p. 152. 
2) Mickler et al. (1978). 
3) Mickler et al. (1978), pp. 83 et sequ. 
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What remains disputed in these studies is the possibility of 
generalising from their findings. On the one hand, there was the 
danger that individual observations, without taking into consider
ation their diffusion in the industrial sector, were being adduced 
to characterize the trend. On the other hand, these studies came 
to the conclusion that the canges in qualification profile are 
strongly dependent on the degrees of mechanization and/or automa
tion, i.e. on the state of the art. Thereby the results of the 
studies themselves were found to be momentary pictures which per
mit no statement concerning longterm trends. 

The last named fact has recently led to a fundamental revi
sion, which was triggered by the renewed study of the enterprises 
surveyed by Kern and Schumann at the end of the sixties. Their new 
report of the investigation, which was published in 1984 with the 
title "The end of labour division?", arrives at a very different 
evaluation of the qualitative consequences of technology on the 
basis of the degr1e of automation which had been attained in in
dustry meanwhile: 1 

Until the middle of the seventies rationalisation took place 
in the historical forms, which can essentially be described by the 
concept of "Taylorisation". This organisational form is traced 
back to the predominant philosophy of the enterprises and organi
sations, but also to the necessity to integrate unskilled workers 
(for example foreigners with no industrial experience) in the em
ployment system. The seventies can be interpreted as a phase dur
ing which new organisational and commercial knowledge was maturing 
against the background of new technological concepts. However, 
according to the estimate made by Kern/Schumann, at present "the 
hour of a technological thrust", which results from the "new fac
tor of micro-electronics" is now approaching, above all in the 
core sectors of industry and in the directly producing sectors. 
This technology thrust is distinguished by technical systems which 
have a clearly increased elasticity and a higher functional range. 
Thereby comprehensive access, systematic planning and more conse
quential execution in production is made possible. 

But thereby the concepts of rationalisation and the division 
of duties between labour and capital are also changing: "Previous
ly all the forms of capitalist rationalisation were based on a 
fundamental concept, which interpreted living labour as the bar
rier to production, which had to be overcome by the most far
reaching possible technical autonomisation of the production pro
cess. In the residual factor of living labour, the primary poten
tial obstacle was seen which had to be channelled and controlled 
as far as possible by the restrictive organisation of labour •••• 

1) Kern, Schumann (1984). 
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The credo of the new production concept reads as follows: a) Auto
nomisation of the production process compared with living labour 
by technology has no value in itself. The maximal compression of 
living labour does not provide per se the economic optimum. b) The 
more restrictive access to the labour force sacrifices important 
productivity potential. In a more integral division of the tasks, 
there are no dangers but there are opportunities; the qualifica
tions and specialist sovereignty of the workers rs well are pro
ductive forces which must be used increasingly."1 

Therefore jobs will again be more broadly interpreted as re
gards their spectrum of requirements, the competence of the work
ers will be comprehensively used, their interests will again be 
more greatly respected. The gradual spread of this new concept has 
been followed by the segmentation and fixing of the borderlines 
within the labour force. Four groups should be differentiated: 

- The gainers from rationalisation are the modern production and 
skilled workers and the repair specialists. 

- The workers who do not possess "new" and altered qualifications 
(the elderly, women, foreigners and unskilled workers) are those 
who have to tolerate rationalisation. In the long term they are 
in danger of being filtered out. 

- Workers in crisis-ridden branches. 

- The unemployed who owing to the new production concepts have 
decreasing opportunities of returning to the production sector. 

The radical nature of the theses ab~)e initiated a substan
tial discussion and provoked refutation. The important factor 
in this discussion is certainly the objection that these results 
are again only momentary pictures of a dynamic-trend, and there
fore cannot be generalized, either as to their temporal validity 
or as to the diffusion in the industrial sector. However, without 
any doubt this study has shed light on a shift in rationalisation 
concepts, which is also reflected in other information. In addi
tion, the change in the activity features has shown that industri
al labour is departing from manual-mechanical production and has 
grown into new duties in the care and control of installations. 
But these are not yet the focal points of the tasks, they are only 
strong trends. In addition, despite the increased unemployment, 
there is still a lack of skilled labour. This indicates that the 
need for more skilled labour which is initiated by the new tech
nologies was under-estimated both by labour market policy as well 
as by the enterprises themselves. 

1) Kern, Schumann (1984), p. 19. 
2) Schmidt (1985); Haug (1984); Sorge (1985); Malsch (1985). 
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3.3 Rationalisation in the light of vocational structural changes 

The tendencies indicated above in the alteration of vocation
al contents must also be expected to be reflected in vocational 
specialisation. It is true that adaptations are being made to al
tered qualification requirements at first within individual voca
tions. As time goes by, however, new vocational specialisations 
are developed which find their reflection in the vocational struc
tures. An example of this process is to be seen in the use of data 
processing, which frequently took place in the past within the 
non-specialist vocation. However, the central significance of this 
technology has given rise to a rapid increase in emploYf~nt and in 
the development of specialized informational vocations. 

The effects of technical and organisational change on the 
qualitative structure of the demand ·for labour will be deduced be
low from the changes in the vocational structures which are spe
cific to branches. These vocational structures can be interpreted 
as a specification of the working duties for the whole economic 
sector. They are determined by the production processes and alter
ed by technical and organisational changes. However, in addition, 
intrasectoral structural change also plays a part, i.e. the shift 
of production between specific branches as well as between the 
enterprise magnitudes within a branch. 

These changes are shown in summary in Table 3.2. It confirms 
in principle the tendencies which have already been found in the 
case of main activities: 

- Reduction of employment in the manufacturing trades within manu-
facturing industry, 

- increase in the technical vocations, 

- expansion of administration in all sectors, 

- reduction of employment in trade and transport vocations. 

However, more detailed evidence will only be found when the 
data are further differentiated and when they take account of sig
nificant changes in vocational structu5es specific to the branch
es. This is illustrated in Chart 3.12 for the comparable years 

1) Dostal (1984). 
2) The data were obtained for 1970 by a 10 % random sample in the 

national census. For 1982 the data of the microcensus (1 % ran
dom sample) were used. The significance of changes was detected 
by the use of T-values having a significance level of more than 
95 %. 
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Employment by occupation and industry 1970-82 
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1970 and 1982. Apart from the tendencies described above, which 
are clearly reflected, several other trends should be stressed: 

- The vocational groups which are specific to economic branches 
were affected primarily by the reduction in employment. In the 
iron and steel industry and the associated branches they includ
ed for example metal producers and processors, in the manufac
ture of machinery, metal construction and automobiles they were 
the fitters and mechanics, and in the construction industry, the 
building trades and the ancillary building labour etc. Frequent
ly this applied to those vocational groups which had the largest 
proportion of the vocational structures. They are indicated in 
the chart by a circle. This observation can be made for all the 
economic branches of manufacturing industry. In addition, how
ever, it also concerned agriculture and forestry, trade and 
transport and the major part of the service trade branches. 

- Specialized workers were on the one hand replaced by technically 
more qualified personnel, but on the other hand the share of 
unskilled labour also grew. Whereas the trend in the technical 
vocations has already been discussed in detail, the increase in 
unskilled labour remains disputed. On the one hand, it may b~ 
caused by inaccuracies in the vocational classification.l 
However, on the other hand it can be understood as a reflection 
of a polarisation of the qualification structure. 

- In almost all the economic branches, the vocational structure 
has shifted from production activities to administrative func
tions. Despite the increased use of computers, employment in the 
administrative vocations has also risen in absolute terms in 
many areas. However, this applies only to the less administsra
tion-intensive economic branches. In those cases were office ac
tivities had an important share, for example in the financial 
institutions an insurance companies, in the chemical industry or 
in energy and water supply, the administrative sectors have not 
grown any further in relation to total employment. In particu
lar, those administrative areas were affected by the savings, 
the functions of which can increasingly be transferred to com-. 
puters, i.e. accounting, the processing of purchases and sales, 
storage handling and personnel management, but to a lesser ex
tent qualified office work and the typing services. 

In the less administration-intensive economic branches, two 
developments appear to be super-imposed. Without doubt produc
tivity progress has also been achieved in office work. But at 
the same time the trend towards larger enterprise units in many 
sectors has increased employment in the offices, so that part of 
the rationalisation has again been compensated. 

1) Deutsches Institut fUr Wirtschaftsforschung (1983). 
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- The management functions have increasingly became more indepen
dent. In almost all economic braches, the number of workers 
having organisational and management duties increased (business
men, managers, senior executives etc.). This may well be seen in 
connection with the increase in the size of enterprises, which 
induced an increased need for management and coordination ac
tivities. 

- By contrast with the economic branches discussed above, in the 
service sector, with the exception of the financial institutions 
and insurance companies, the specific production jobs, i.e. in 
this case the provision of services of various types, were not 
decreased. On the contrary, the ancillary functions were re
duced. This points to an increasing specialisation of the serv
ice branches in their own production functions. Apart from the 
service enterprises, the enterprises in manufacturing industry, 
trade and transport have increasingly transferred ancillary 
functions and have thereby contributed to the growth of miscel
laneous services. Especially in the case of smaller enterprises 
in which the owner himself works in "production", the transfer 
of bookkeeping, invoicing, cleaning etc. constitutes a substan
tial decrease in the work load. 

3.4 Technical change and qualification 

The question of the effect of technical change on qualifica
tion requirements can be relatively clearly answered in accordance 
with the results of the studies discussed above: we observed in 
the manufacturing sectors a clear increase in the significance of 
technical qualifications at the cost of manual or industrial pro
duction knowledge. In the administrative sectors we find a more 
than proportional increase in management functions at the expense 
of routine administrative duties. The trend to higher qualifica
tions may be underrated by these shifts in the vocational section,. 
because the formal qualification of the employees has risen in 
general. This can bee seen in Table 3.3 for the major aggregates 
of the vocational classification, but it is also true for the 
majority of the individual vocations. 

This trend is supported primarily by one fact: in the present 
state of the art, technical progress must necessarily point to ac
tivities with low qualification requirements, because they alone 
can be standardized, mechanized or automated. They are also those 
which make the use of technology rewarding because of their mas
sive repetition. The qualification effects of rational technology 
are therefore almost always won at the cost of the lower qualified 
groups. Simultaneously the growing production apparatus requires 
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more skilled personnel, who can take over programming, control, 
supervision and maintenance. But on the other hand from the eco
nomic point of view the question remains how far the transfer of 
human labour to machines can be carried on. The solutions, as is 
shown by the results of the case studies, appear to be different 
in the various stages of the historical technical trends. In the 
stage of mechanization, the principle of Taylorisation dominates 
the complex labour processes which are broken down into simpler 
work. The qualified production labour is replaced and unskilled 
labour, on the one hand, and technically more skilled labour, on 
the other hand, are required. The qualifications structure is 
polarized. The automation of manufacturing processes appears now 
also to replace unskilled labour, by transferring material trans
port, the charging of machines or the operation of machines to 
automation. It also affects the lowest qualification groups and 
thereby cancels the tendencies towards polarization. 

Empirically it does not appear to be easy to discern to what 
extent the trends towards polarization of the qualification struc
ture have already been suspended by automation. Even if the case 
studies by Kern and Schumann suggest this, it must be stated that 
the proportion of ancillary workers has increased throughout the 
whole of the seventies (Section 3.3). Thus the Taylorist and com
prehensive technical concepts appear to be super-imposed. However, 
with an increasing degree of automation of production_, the trend 
to a rising requirement for more highly qualified specialist la
bour and technicians might well continue, and the requirement for 
unskilled labour might well decrease perceptively. 
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4. Contractual arrangements!) 

The core sector of the labour market, which comprises full
time employment in a dependent position, has been reduced in scope 
since the middle of the seventies. This had long-lasting conse
quences for the entire labour market, both with respect to the job 
opportunities of those who are not employed as well as with res
pect to the mobility of those in employment. The number of new 
jobs provided for workers by the enterprises and the state has 
fallen since the beginning of the seventies from seven million ~~ 
about six million per annum at the beginning of the eighties. 
Simultaneously the gates were opened to the growing number of 
young people looking for jobs. On the average of the years 1980 to 
1984, 1.4 million young people were accepted per annum from the 
educational system. This was 200,000 more than in the years 1970 
to 1974. Therefore the recession in new jobs had particularly 
strong effects on the job opportunities for the unemployed and 
fluctuations between enterprises. 

The deterioration of the labour market situation was there
fore particularly noticeable for those who had no job. Their op
portunities were adversely affected by the low demand for labour 
and by the reduction in mobility. To the extent that they could 
not withdraw from the labour market by having recourse to transfer 
incomes they were compelled to adaptations, among which reactions 
in several directions became recognizable: 

- The trend to self-employment has increased. It is true that this 
is also a reflexion of the improved background conditions for 
independent activity and a reflex action to deliberate state 
promotion. But clear dependence on the unfavourable position in 
the labour market is also apparent. 

- The tendency to release less-qualified employees by means of 
rationalisation has aggravated the competition for qualifica- . 
tions. The stream of those applying for general vocational 
training has increased and retraining and further education have 
won back their earlier value. 

- Granted the reduced alternatives on the labour market, a propor
tion of the employees had to accept a deterioration in their em
ployment conditions. Short-term employment, fixed-term contracts 
and temporary work have increased. 

1) This chapter relies on the results of a study of the Ifo-Insti
tute which has recently published under the title "Growth Areas 
at the Margin of the Official Economy"; see Heinze, Schedl, 
Vogler-Ludwig (1986). 

2) Schmidt (1983), p. 17. 
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The necessity for a "new" flexibility has furthermore been 
rated more highly in the public discussion and has led to a boom 
in flexibility proposals. However, their conversion into action is 
still awaited. This becomes clear when the fact is considered that 
greater flexibility affects different interests and adaptations 
among the disadvantaged often take place when no alternative is 
available. An increasing number of job searchers found itself in 
this situation after the middle of the seventies. 

4.1 Self-employment 

The current trend which has developed since the fifties for a 
reduction in self-employment came unmistakably to a standstill in 
the. second half of the seventies (Table 2 .6). Contributions to 
this fact were made by both the increasing number of the self
employed in the sector of miscellaneous services as well as by the 
clear slowing down of the fall in self-employment in industries 
which were characterized by concentration and by emigration to 
other branches (agriculture, goods producing industry, trade). 

This trend which is also shown by other indicators (the num
ber of tax payers, trader applications) gave rise to the hope that 
the deficit in foundation of businesses in the early years of the 
seventies has been overcome and thal)a new boom in the foundation 
of businesses had been initiated. However, later investiga
tions made

2
) by the Ifo-Institute lead to a much more sceptical 

judgement. A boom in the foundation of businesses cannot be 
identified in view of the range of problems which are raised by 
the indicators used. The role, which has not yet been clarified, 
of the legally new foundation of enterprises and the indications 
of changes in attitudes to reporting permit us to assume that the 
number of new businesses founded, which is derived from the trader 
applications, has been clearly overestimated. On the other hand 
there are also inaccuracies in the data which are available on the 
self-employed. The absolute figures in the labour force survey are 
in general clearly exaggerated, as is shown by comparisons with 
the social insurance employment statistics (Besch!ftigungsstati
stik) or with the statistics for manufacturing industry. Therefore 
no reliable source for the total number of self-employed exists 
and it can only be expected within the framework of the new na
tional census in 1987. Until that time we are dependent on esti
mates such as those which are made by the Federal Statistical 
Office within the framework of employment statistics. 

1) Clemens, Friede (1986), P• XII. 
2) Weitzel (1986 b), p. 13. 
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4.1.1 Foundation of businesses 

At the beginning of )he eighties, the focal point for the 
foundation o~) businesses1 , according to the surveys of the 
Ito-Institute , was to be found in the sector of handicrafts 
and of commerce (Table 4.1). Only a small proportion was related 
to the industrial sector. To the extent that new businesses were 
founded in industry, they were primarily repair and assembly busi
nesses. In handicrafts, automobile repair shops, miscellaneous 
metal-working handicrafts and the building and reconstruction in
dustry were predominant. In the service sector new enterprises 
were founded in the field of commercial services (advertising, 
economic consultancy, software) and of technical services (engi
neering offices and static analysis). Personal services were 
scarcely represented. 

This sectoral pat tern of new bu~)ness activity, which is 
shown similarly by other data sources , has very conventional 
aspects in principle. The situation in traditional fields of self
employment has deteriorated particularly in the past decade (goods 
production, trade). Accordingly, the trend to self-employment 
seems to be only characterized to a small extent by innovative 
aims and to represent the "opening up of new markets". On the con
trary, the uncertain employment position may have been an impor
tant cause, as the surveys of the Ifo-Institute show. On the aver
age of the economic sectors examined, 14 % of the founders were 
unemployed before beginning their independent activity and 39 % 
described their previous jobs as uncertain (Table 4.1). Half the 
new foundations thus show a connection with the adverse job posi
tion of the founder. In handicrafts the figure was almost two
thirds. 

The fact that the change of trends towards self-employment 
set in in the middle of the seventies and was not only caused by. 
the expansion in the services sector but also by stagnation in 
manufacturing industry and in trade fits into this scene. It must 
be assumed that dependent employment has not necessarily lost its 
attractiveness for the self-employed persons at the bottom edge of 
the earnings scale, but their opportunities for finding a job have 
decreased. Therefore a proportion of the self-employed continued 
their activities because of the lack of alternatives. This might 
apply to a special degree to agriculture as well. 

1) Both new foundations as well as the take-over of existing busi
nesses are covered by the term foundation of businesses. 

2) Weitzel (1986 a). 
3) Lastenausgleichsbank, Annual report 1984, Verband Vereine Cre

ditreform, Annual report 1984/85. 
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Foundation of businesses 1981/83a) 

(%) 

Features of new businesses: 

Industry Total Full Founder Job was 
economic was un- uncer-
activity employed tain 
intended 

Manufacturing 5.1 92 8 39 

Handicrafts 42.3 88 19 44 

Retail trade, 19.3 63 11 36 

Wholesale trade, 
selling agency 11.2 79 9 38 

Miscellaneous 
services 22.1 67 12 31 

Total 100.0 78 14 39 

a) Business founded in 1981 and 1983 which were still in ex-
istence at the date of the survey in 1985. 

Source: Weitzel (1986 a), pp. 58 and 71. 

4.1.2 Professions of the self-employed 

The attempt to describe the sectors of activity of the self
employed in more detail on the basis of the data available o~ oc
cupations brings to light varying tendencies (Table 4 .2) •1J On 
the one hand, the self-employed enter 

- into occupations which are favoured by structural changes (doc
tors, pharmacists, other medical professions, service occupa
tions, service trade merchants, legal representatives and 
cooks), 

1) These are estimated figures. Starting out from the data level 
given by the national accounts, the absolute figures for the 
self-employed were calculated with the assistance of the voca
tional structures shown in the labour force survey. 
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Table 4.2 

Vocations of the self-employed 

(selected vocational sectors) 

Self-employed 
Change 

Vocational sector 1976 1982 in % 

1ooo•> 

Farmers 548 440 - 19.7 
Gardeners, garden builders 30 32 6.2 
Printers 6 8 32.5 
Plumbers 26 22 - 16.5 
Fitters 18 17 - 0.6 
Mechanics 36 32 - 12.0 
Precision metal workers 
(incl. dental technicians) 12 13 7.7 

Electricians 31 29 - 7.2 
Textile processors 25 18 - 25.5 
Leather makers, -processors 18 13 - 24.0 
Bakers and confectioners 36 35 - 3.5 
Meat- and fish-processors 34 31 - 9.7 
Food preparator& 6 10 65.6 
Masons, concrete builders 21 22 4.4 
Carpenters, roofing workers, 
scaffolding erectors 13 14 7.0 

Building decorators 14 14 - 0.6 
Interior decorators 10 9 - 10.6 
Cabinet makers, model build. 38 33 - 14.0 
Painters, varnish workers 40 34 - 15.9 
Engineers, architects 55 59 8.8 
Technicians 12 18 49.1 
Sales staff 484 460 - 5.1 
- Wholesale-, retail sales 

staff, sales personnel 401 384 - 4.2 
- Travelling represents-

tives, travellers 56 55 - 0.6 
Bank- and insurance staff 37 39 4.9 

Continuation on the next page 

Proportion ot 
self-employed ) 

1976 1982 

% 

74.9 72.1 
18.0 16.9 
3.9 5.1 
9.8 7.4 
2.0 2.0 
6.9 5.1 

15.2 13.3 
4.9 4.1 
6.2 5.8 

15.5 13.3 
28.9 25.4 
25.2 22.2 
2.4 3.6 
4.4 4.8 

8.7 8.1 
11.4 10.9 
21.7 19.1 
12.3 10.0 
14.9 11.7 
12.4 12.0 
1.7 2.3 

23.9 21.6 

58.3 58.2 

35.3 35.8 

7.5 6.5 
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Continuation of Table 4.2 

Self-employed Proportion o6 
Change self-employed ) 

Vocational sector 1976 1982 in % 1976 1982 

1oooa> % 

Other services 34 38 11.4 21.2 20.3 
Land transport (driver 
et al.) 45 50 10.7 4.7 5.5 

Businessmen, organizers and 
auditors 192 248 29.3 29.1 32.3 

- .Businessmen, managers 163 212 30.2 28.2 31.8 
- Auditors 25 29 15.9 38.1 39.4 
Office and ancillary staff 28 31 10.4 0.8 0.8 
Security guards 8 7 - 13.0 1.1 0.9 
Legal staff 25 27 7.7 27 .o 24.8 
- Legal representatives, 

legal consultants 24 26 8.0 57.5 53.2 
Publicists, interpreters, 
librarians 12 14 15.9 16.7 17.1 

- Publicists 9 11 21.5 25.0 28.2 
Artists, assoc. vocations 36 41 13.6 26.3 26.3 
Doctors and pharmacists 100 111 10.7 50.3 49.5 
Other health staff 14 20 42.0 2.1 2.3 
Teachers 24 29 21.0 3.6 3.6 
Natural scientists and 
intellectual vocations 6 6 - 0.6 11.1 7.5 

Body care (hairdressers 
et al.) 55 59 8.8 26.5 25.6 

Hotel and restaurant staff 144 142 - 1.3 41.3 37.7 
Cleaners 18 16 - 6.5 2.4 2.3 
Workers without indication 
of sector 25 29 15.9 11.9 15.4 

Total 2 402 2 380 - 0.9 9.1 8.7 

- Without farmers 1 854 1 940 4.6 7.7 7.9 

a) Estimated on the basis of the labour force survey. - b) Share of 
the self-employed in total employment in %. 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (Labour force survey); computations of 
the Ifo-Institut. 
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- into professional areas which, when seen from the sectoral per
spective, exercise trans-sectional functions (engineers, techni
cians, drivers and office staff), 

- into sectors which are characterized by declining employment or 
by high unemployment (masons, carpenters, printers, teachers). 

On the other hand, in the majority of the handicraft voca
tions, the numbers of the self-employment are falling, despite the 
activity in the foundation of new businesses. The same also ap
plies to trade vocations. 

When making an evaluation of these changes, it must be taken 
into consideration that management activities have evidently be
come increasingly autonomous. The fastest growth in absolute terms 
is shown by the professional sector entitled "business men and 
managers", so that it might be assumed that a proportion of the 
decline in the handicraft and trade vocations has been caused by 
the organisational and personal separation of management functions 
from production functions. 

Finally it should be mentioned that the increasing numbers of 
self-employed may conceal an increasing number of "self-employed 
workers". Such labour conditions, which are carried out on the 
basis of contract work, are customary in various professional sec
tors (publicity agents, artists, engineers, architects, transport 
business). As contract work is the basis for legal relationships 
between enterprises, it is scarcely possible to define when such a 
legal relationship corresponds in its character to a dependent 
labour relationship and when it does not do so. Closer determina
tion of the number of self-employed workers is therefore very dif
ficult on the basis of the available information. 

4.1.3 The informal economy 

The rise of the informal economy belongs to the trends which 
have been carefully studied in the course of slow growth indicated 
by the official statistics. Nevertheless, the estimations of vol
ume and development of the informal economy present a broad range 
of results and permit contradictory conclusions: For the black 
economy (which comprises all activities with the predominant aim 
of tax avoidance) the estimations range between 3. 7 and 27 % of 
GDP. Plausibility exists only for the lower border of these fig
ures, recognizing the volume of the market potential, the neces
sary qualifications for black activities and the working time 
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available •1> The volume of domestic work, which is also part of 
the informal economy, in less than one third of GDP. Various esti
mations have been presented for this sector too, ranging between 
30 and 50 %. All these calculations seem to overestimate the vol
ume of domestic work because they take market prices to evaluate 
output. 

Activities in the informal economy are not independent from 
the possibilities in the formal economy. On the contrary, income 
and social security provided by the formal sector are the basis 
for activities in the informal sector. Thus the growth of the in
formal economy is restricted by the conditions of the formal sec
tor. 

. An analysis of the role of the hidden economy in i)he process 
of structural change undertaken by the Ifo-Institute suggests 
that in the sum informal activities have brought positive incen
tives to the growth of the formal sector. This could be exempli
fied with empirical data for the construction sector and the auto
mobile industry. Furthermore productivity in the formal economy is 
improved by informal activities. These activities are normally 
competitive on areas with low productivity and call themselves for 
input and investment goods. 

A third aspect is of the discussion on the hidden economy 
handles with the so called alternative economic sector. Its roots 
come from the increase in unemployment, but they also reach far 
into social and political trends. Precisely in those social groups 
which took a critical attitude to the economic and social system, 
the risk of unemployment accumulated because of inadequate motiva
tion or a dismissive personnel policy so that these people, who 
are mostly young, saw themselves compelled to create their own 
jobs. A further important influx for the alternative sec~or comes 
today from the great surplus in teachers, sociologists and psy~ 

chologis ts, !)ho see no opportunity for employment in their own 
professions. 

The numerical significance of the alternative economic sector 
which is oriented towards economic activity is small, numbering 
from 20,000 to 25,000 jobs. Moreover this sector also includes a 
large number of unemployed and self-help initiatives in which the 
unemployed have come together, usually under the sponsorship of 
charitable societies, in order to consult or to run or operate ap
prenticeship plants outside the factories. This activity is to a 

1) Heinze, Schedl, Vogler-Ludwig (1986), pp. 121 et sequ. 
2) Op.cit. 
3) Hegner, Schlegelmilch (1983), p. 5. 
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large extent carried out for small or even for no compensation. 
The entire alternative sector if estimated to number approx. 
80,000 to 100,000 active persons. ) The fields of activities of 
these alternative projects are dispersed over the entire economy. 
About 70 % should be classified in the service sector, within 
which the social services have the greatest weight (school pro
jects, care of children and of the elderly, medicinal groups, 
therapeutic and social projects). 

To the extent that they concern the production of goods, they 
are almost exclusively small enterprises with handicraft produc
tion, artistic and i)epair work, printing shops, alternative tech
nology enterprises. 

4.2 Short-term and casual employment 

4.2.1 Fluctuation of labour 

For the classification of short-term and minor employment, it 
appears to be necessary to observe the fluctuation of the labour 
market as a whole. Of the total number of employees subject to 
social security, in 1982 a quarter changed their labour relation
ship either because they changed their employer (11 %) or in the 
course of so-called natural fluctuation, they entered or left a 
job (15 %). However, the latter figure also includes those whose 
change of employer extended over the end of the year and moreover 
employees who were employed during the year for a short period by 
a single employer. In total there were 26.4 million "employment 
cases" by which labour relationships subject to social security 
are meant. 9.2 million of these employment cases referred to em
ployees whose labour relationships had changed during the year. 
This amounts to 1.5 employment cases per worker employed for less. 
than a year. Here it must be considered that the universe of the 
employees subject to social security covers the core area of the 
labour market because here only those employees are counted whose 
earning limit is above that for social security (limit of 1982: DM 
390 per month}. Casual employment and short-term employment are 
only covered in part, as well as additional jobs. 

Clear differences in the fluctuation of labour are shown by 
sectors (Table 4.3). This fluctuation is higher in the service 
sector than it is in goods producing industry, it is clearly high-

1) Op.cit. pp. 6 et sequ. 
2) Kaiser (1985), p. 98. 
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!'able 4.3 

Fluctuation rataa 1982 

(Japlo.r••• aubject to aocial aacurity) 

Airicultura and Forestry 

Goods producing industry 
Energy, gas, water, aining 
Manufacturing industry 

Chemical industry, oil refining 
Plastics production, rubber processing 
Stone and ores, fine ceramics, glass 
Iron and metal production, foundries, 
atael forming 

Steel, .. chinary and automobile prod., 
office .. chinary, IDP devices 

Electrical engineering, precision 
mechanics, fabricated metal products 

Wood, paper- and printing industry 
Leather, tastile and clothing industry 
Food, beverage, tobacco 

Construction 
Conatruction induatry 
Finishing 

Trade, tranaport, aervicea 
Trade 
Transport, communications 

Railways 
Poet and communication 
Miacellaneoua transport 

Financial inatitutiona, insurance 
Financial institutions 
Insurance companies 

Miacellanaous aarvicas 
Reatauranta and hotela 
Cleaning and body care 
Science, education, arta, publiahing 
Health- and veterinary aervices 
Legal and busin••• conaultancies etc. 

Other aervicas 

Local authoritiea/social aecurity 

Hon-profit organis., private houaehol4s 

Total 

laplOYIH't 
caaes~ 

337 

12 844 

550 

9 992 

701 

410 

431 

820 

2 927 

1 952 

1 001 

805 

946 

2 303 

l 653 

650 

11 166 

3 726 

1 393 

184 
385 

824 

906 

641 

266 

5 141 

1 043 

477 

1 088 

1 350 

800 

383 

1 596 

480 

26 427 

DlplO,Jad 
t.hrou9hout 
the yaarcJ 

1000 

136 

8 565 

449 

7 014 

546 

279 

265 

600 

2 150 

1 383 

676 

530 

585 

1 102 

790 

312 

6 835 

2 331 

820 

142 

195 
483 

728 

520 
208 

2 956 

365 

225 

700 

874 
590 
202 

1 192 

318 

17 046 

F1uctua~ton 
rate a 

' 
147 

50 
23 

42 

28 

47 

63 

37 

36 

41 

48 

52 

62 

109 

109 

109 

63 
60 

70 

30 

97 

'70 

24 

23 

28 

74 

186 

112 

56 

54 

35 

89 

34 

51 

55 

a) Classificationc Syst.matik dar Wirtachafts&weige (draft for the vocational census 
of 1970). -b) Labour relationship• aubject to social security (full year and season
al). -c) Estimated. - 4) Employment cases of those aeaaonally amployad as percentage 
of those employed throughout the year. 

Sourcec Becker (1985): lfo-lnstitute. 
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er in the construction industry than in manufacturing industry, 
and it is higher in miscellaneous services than it is in the case 
of the financial institutions and the insurance companies. The 
highest rate of fluctuations are shown by the following sectors: 

- restaurants and hotels, 
- agriculture and forestry, fishing, 
- cleaning and body care, 
- construction industry, 
- post and communication. 

The lowest rates of fluctuation are to be found in: 

- energy, gas, water, mining, 
- financial institutions, insurance, 
- chemical industry, oil refining, 
- railways, 
- local authorities and social security. 

These differences are caused by a large number of factors. 
Seasonal fluctuation in employment, the use of temporary workers 
and also frequent changes of employer by the employees are re
flected here. Moreover a stronger decrease in employment by com
parison with other sectors as well as the more rapid growth of 
employment increase the rate of fluctuation. Comparative computa
tions for the year 1981 have shown that the rates of fluctuation 
are tending slightly downwards. The mobility of the labour force 
may also have been reduced by the decrease of employment which 
took place at that time. But formerly these conditions could at 
best be suspected. The more exact proof can only follow when data 
are available to cover longer periods of time. 

4.2.2 Short-term employment 

The development of short-term employment can be observed if 
the job placements carried out by the Labour Offices are studies. 
Between 1973 and 1981, according to the figures given by the Bun
desanstalt fUr Arbeit, the share of job placements in employmey~ 
for less than three months rose from 47 to 53 % (Table 4.4). J 
This is not too great a rise. However, it is notable that above 
all in the manufacturing trades, which in 1973 were still charac
terized by very low proportions of short-term placements, clear 

1) After 1981 only placements in employment of up to 7 calendar 
days were recorded, which appears to be to short for the de
scription short-term labour relationships. 
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Table 4.4 

Short-term employment 

Vocational Sector 

Agricultural vocations 

Mining and mineral extraction 

Stone workers, building mat. producer 

Ceramic workers and glass workers 

Chemical ind. workers, plastic process. 

Paper producers and processors . 

Printing workers 

Wood workers, wood finishing workers 

Metal workers and processors 

Fitters, mechanics and assoc. trades 

Electricians 

Assembly and metal trades 

Textile and clothing trades 

Leather workers, leather and hide proc. 

Nutritional trades 

Building trades 

Decorators and upholsterers 

Carpenters and model-makers 

Painters, varnishers and relat. trades 

Goods testing workers, mail order work. 

Ancillary workers without more precise 
description · 

Machinists and associated trades 

Continuation on the next page 

Job placements in 
employment of up 
to 3 months in %a) 

1973 1981 

45.3 

4.9 

8.1 

11.4 

23.5 

17.2 

6.6 

3.4 

6.7 

6.3 

8.5 

2.6 

2.1 

16.1 

26.7 

18.5 

8.3 

8.0 

44.2 

75.9 

1.5 

26.4 

2.9 

5.5 

18.7 

20.0 

36.9 

26.4 

10.0 

7.5 

6.9 

9.7 

28.1 

6.3 

4.7 

22.1 

39.7 

11.2 

7.3 

9.5 

68.3 

89.9 

3.8 
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Continuation of Table 4.4 

Vocational sector 

Engineers, chemists, physicists and 
mathematicians 

Technicians 

Technical specialists 

Sales staff 

Service trade merchants, assoc. trades 

Transport trades 

Store keepers, warehousing·and transport 
workers 

Organisational, admin./office trades 

Police and security trades 

Publishing, interpreters, librarians 

Artists and associated trades 

Health service trades 

Social, educational advisers without 
closer description; professional occu
pations in intell./natural sciences 

Body care 

Hotel and restaurant staff 

Domestic staff 

Cleaning trades 

Total 

. Number of placements (1000) 

Job placeaents in 
employment of up 
to 3 .onths in za) 

1973 1981 

3.2 7.8 

5.4 10.6 

17.6 20.9 

25.4 30.0 

41.2 53.9 

39.7 46.1 

88.8 90.9 

34.3 35.2 

20.8 23.8 

75.7 78.1 

96.2 96.8 

8.4 10.6 

25.7 15.9 

3.6 7.0 

50.1 41.6 

18.8 23.3 

39.1 47.6 

46.8 53.3 

2 653 1 622 

a) Of total number of placements for each vocational sector. 

Source: Bundesanstalt fUr Arbeit. 
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increases are to be found. The decrease in employment in goods 
producing industries has thus not only reduced employment as such, 
but has also made it more unstable. By comparison with the serv
ices sector, the short-term placements, however, still play a 
smaller part. The results therefore are still conform to the 
finding of lower fluctuation rates in goods producing industries. 

When evaluating this result it must certainly be considered 
that the employment relations which are arranged through the La
bour Offices represent only a part of the total fluctuation and 
that the Labour Offices are involved in placements in varying de
grees according to the vocational sectors concerned. However, 
little has changed in this respect in the past decade and the 
varying significance of the Labour Offices for the individual 
vocational groups may well have not been subjected to any basic 
change. 

4.2.3 Fixed-term labour contracts 

Fixed-term labour contracts which are possible in the indi
vidual sectors in accordance with varying legal and collective 
agreements were concluded in 1984 with 11.4 % of the employees 
(Table 4.5); the major proportion was in the field of vocational 
training (6.6 %). A relatively large proportion of the otherwise 
fixed-term labour contracts is to be found in public sector, which 
customarily concludes in many cases such labour contracts at the 
beginning of the various official and employee careers. In addi
tion, in the service trades, non-profit organisations, private 
households and in agriculture such labour contracts on a temporary 
basis are concluded relatively frequently. In the other sectors 
their share was below 3 %. 

This has been altered presumably by the Employment Promotion 
Act, which came into force on 1st May 1985. Accordingly, labour 
contracts can be concluded for a period of 18 months without spe
cial reasons being given. More recent surveys made by the Deutsche 
Industrie- und Handels\,mmer and by the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Selb
stl!ndiger Unternehmer, but also questionnaires which have not 
yet been fully evaluated by the Ifo-Institute indicate that these 
possibilities have been used to an increasing extent by the enter
prises. 

1) Wirtschaftswoche of 8th November 1~85, p. 16. 
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Table 4.5 

Fixed-term labour contracts 1984 

(Share of dependent employees in %) 

of which: 

Industrya) 
in the 

Total framework Miscel-
of vocation. laneous 
training 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing 22.4 17.5 4.9 

Energy, gas, water sup-
plies, mining 4.0. 2.9 1.1 

Manufacturing industry 8.6 6.3 2.3 

Construction 10.0 8.0 2.0 

Trade 10.0 7.2 2.8 

Transport and communi-
cation 5.3 3.4 1.9 

Financial institutions, 
insurance companies 7.3 5.9 1.4 

Miscellaneous services 14.5 9.1 5.4 

State 21.7 3.4 18.3 

Non-profit organisations 
and private households 12.1 4.3 7.8 

Total 11.4 6.6 4.8 

a) Systematik der Wirtschaftszweige 1979, draft for the Labour 
force survey. 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (Labour force survey). 

The potential for proportionate expansions of fixed-term la
bour relationships appears not to be unlimited, because in short
term periods only a limited know-how can be obtained. But this is 
of increasing importance in the process of the technical improve
ment of production. Fixed- term labour contracts may therefore 
well be concentrated on the initial stages of a career and from 
the entrepreneurial point of view may seem to be more suitable in 
principle for less skilled labour than for skilled labour. Thereby 
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those employees are burdened with additional insecurity who in any 
event have to bear a large proportion of the risks in the labour 
market. 

4.2.4 Contract work 

There has also been an expansion in the sector of contract 
work, which is carried out on behalf of a growing number of tempo
rary work agencies. The official statistics between 1974 and 1980 
show an almost tfjee-fold increase in the number of contract work
ers (Table 4.6) • Moreover, there is a justifiable assumption 
that the reporting obligation for contract work is evaded by un
lawful contracting. Estimates have shown that the ratio between 
registered and non-r~gistered contract workers in the metals in
dustry ~~ 1 : 6, and in the construction industry it is as much as 
1 : 9. The proportion of contract work in total employment, 
however, may still be small. Even when using the estimated fig
ures, it might scarcely exceed 2 %. But this is not necessarily 
true for every sector, and particularly not true of the construc
tion industry. A survey of the Ifo-Institute for 1984 showed that 
the proportion of contract workers in the total average of the 
manufacturing industry is small (0.3 %) but it is highly concen
trated on individual enterprises which use this instrument to a 
greater degree. Among the enterprises which employed contract 
workers,

3
5he share amounted at all events to ten times the average 

(3.5 %). 

To the extent that the official statistics provide an in
sight, contract labour is primarily concerned with short term em
ployment relationships, not only between contractors and contract
ing enterprises but also between contract employees and contrac
tors. More than 80 % of the labour relationships during the seven
ties ended within a period of up to 3 months. Almost all of them 
were terminated within a year. From the figures for 1984 no basic 
change in these facts can be observed (Table 4.6). It is true that 
the hiring of temporary workers was previously limited to three 
months. However, the statement that the labour relationships bet
ween the agency and the temporary worker were primarily ended 
within this period means that a spread of the employment risk by 
the contractors is scarcely accepted. Almost nothing is expected 
to be changed with respect to this fact by the extension of the 
temporary work period to 6 months by the Employment Promotion Act. 

1) The figures for 1984 are not directly comparable due to changes 
in the Employment Temporary Labour Law. 

2) Bundesregierung (1979). 
3) Vogler-Ludwig (forthcoming). 
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Table 4.6 

Contract workers 

Feature Unit 1974 1980 19848 ) 

Level 1000 14.8 40.1 32.4 

Hi rings 1000 60.7 153.6 97.4 

of which: 
- employed immediately 

previously % 61.9 60.8 43.7 
- previously economi-

cally active % 29.2 27.0 48.8 
- not previously eco-

nomically active . % 8.9 12.2 7.5 

Fixed-term contracts 
between contractor and 
employee 1000 85.2 180.6 102.7 

of which with a period cumu-
of: lative 

- less than 1 week % 18.9 14.3 14.0 
- less than 3 months % 83.7 83.3 77.1 
- less than 1 year % 98.0 97.8 -
Number of contracts 1000 187.6 424.6 -
Days employed 1000 2 991.9 7 836.5 -
a) Only conditionally comparable because of a change in the 

statistics. 

Source: Bundesanstalt fUr Arbeit. 

Temporary work plays a very different part in the individual 
vocational sectors. The highest proportion is attained by it, ac
cording to the official data, among ancillary workers (3.8 % of 
the employees who are subject to social security). The electri
cians and fitters, mechanics (0.5 %) follow after a large gap. In 
all the other vocational sectors, including the office vocations, 
the proportions are far smaller. 
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4.2.5 Casual employment 

Casual employment, i.e. the employment of persons who normal
ly do not work, can equally be only schematically discerned here. 
The hidden figures may be substantial, because these activities 
are often on the borders of the obligation for social security 
and, moreover, are not always reported for reasons of taxation. A 
survey carried out by the Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt- und Berufs
forschung in 1980 has shown that 11 % of the non-economically 
active persons who are less than 60 years of a~1 had worked occa
sionally in the course ~f the past 12 months. This amounts to 
2.5 million persons. In most cases this occasional employment 
lasted less than 3 months. If one assumes an average duration of 
employment of 2 months, this corresponds to about 400,000 full
time workers with a proportion of 1.7 % of total employment. In 
conformity with the data from the European Commission's labour 
force survey it emerges that the share of occasional. employment 
did not increase during the seventies. In essence, the EC data 
show that occasional employment was concentrated on agriculture 
and on the service trades. Usually women were concerned (Table 
4.7). 

A more recent survey of spare time employment 2) w~~ch was 
carried out within the framework of the Welfare Survey comes 
to similar conclusions. Here it was found that occasional employ
ment is strongly dependent on the income per capita in the house
hold. The lower per capita income, the more spare-time activities 
are carried out. An increase has not been detected in these ac
tivities in the course of the last ten years according to this 
investigation. 

4.3 Working time flexibility 

With the continuing disequilibrium in the labour market, the 
sharp distinction between work and unemployment has been increas
ingly perceived and various proposals have been made in the at
tempt to overcome it. A central part has been played in this pro
cess by the reduction of working time and by the change into flex
ible forms of working time schedules. 

1) Brinkmann, Kohler (1981), p. 141. 
2) Helberger, Schwarze (1986). 
3) The Welfare Surveys were carried out by Special Research Sec

tion 3 of the Universities of Frankfurt and Mannheim which 
operates under general title "Micro-analytical Foundations of 
Social Policy" and which has published a series of research 
projects relevant to the labour market. 
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Table 4.7 

Casual employment 

Proportion in %a) 
Feature 

196ob> 1975 1981 

Total employment 2.6 2.5 2.1 

Men 1.5 0.8 0.6 
Women 4.4 5.3 4.5 

Employees 2.4 1.5 1.4 
Family workers 3.9 18.0 20.3 

· Self-employed 2.8 2.8 2.5 

Agricult., forestry, fishing 
fishing 4.5 9.6 8.6 

Manufacturing industry 1.9 1.1 0.9 
Services, state 2.8 2.7 2.4 

a) Proportion of the occasionally active persons in the eco
nomically active persons. Reported weekly results. - b) Occa
sional and seasonal employment. Definition of the question is 
not completely comparable with later years. 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Community (Labour 
force sample survey). 

Flexible working time forms were regarded by their advocates 
as a mean of coming closer to the wishes of the employees with re
spect to working time, and thus the reduction in working time was 
to be realized in those areas where it was desired. The champions 
of rigid working time-systems and of equal reductions in working 
time for all employees draw attention, however, to the fact that 
only in this way the risk of fluctuating working time can be lim
ited for the employees and only thus substantial employment ef
fects can be achieved. Both wishes for reduction in working time 
are contradictory to the interest of the employers in unaltered 
and if possible even extended operating times for their production 
facilities. The progress made in the flexibility of working time 
must be awaited in view of this antagonistic conflict of inter
ests. This can be seen clearly from the reluctant development of 
part-time working and the slow spread of variable working time 
schedules. 
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4.3.1 Part-time work and variable working times 

The actual expansion of part-time working, as shown in sec
tion 2.1.3 has its main cause in the view of enterprises which re
gard this form of employment as suitable only for activities which 
require a limited degree of know-how and in addition are only 
loosely tied in with the organisation of the business. 

In the question of working time the enterprises are concerned 
with the utilisation of the human capital of the employees. Their 
interest in long working times becomes all the greater as the 
trouble-free progress of production and the success of the busi
ness operations depends on the work of certain persons. The number 
of overtime hours worked therefore increases with qualifica
tions1J and attempts are being made to differentiate working 
time according to th;e qualifications of the employees .2) There
fore part-time working is concentrated de facto on the vocational 
sectors with relatively low qualifications. 

A further obstacle is to be found in the area of social secu
rity for part-time employees. It·is true that part-time employees 
are not disadvantaged in principle :l.n the three major insurance 
systems (pensions, health insurance and unemployment insurance). 
However, problems ari~~ during the transition from full-time to 
part-time employment. As a rule, the claims on these services 
for the employees (pensions and unemployment pay) are reduced, but 
on the other hand the ancillary wage costs for the employers in
crease. The latter applies when a job is divided, which has pro
vided an income above the income limit of the social security sys
tem. This constellation impedes the sliding transition to retire
ment via part-time working and also does not necessarily promote 
the readiness of the unemployed to accept part-time jobs. More
over, it limits the supply of part-time jobs in the field of 
skilled activities. 

However, this supply is not only limited by the upper income 
ceilings, but also by the triviality rules on the lower limit. The 
incentive to offer jobs outside the obligation for social securi
ty, and to save ancillary wage costs in this way, is held down by 
the low income limits for those who are free of charge within the 
social security system. 

1) Qualified employees work on average 2 hours per week more than 
unqualified employees (Heyer 1981, p. 15). 

2) Gesamtverband der metallverarbeitenden Arbeitgeberverb~nde 

(1985). 
3) Landenberger (1984). 
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Similar trends to those which have been observed in the ex
pansion of part-time working are also to be found in the case of 
the variable forms of working time (flexible working time, job 
sharing, capacity-oriented r)orking times). A study made by the 
Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin1 comes to the conclusion that for 
about 17 % of dependent employees flexible working time regula
tions apply in the enterprise. These are primarily practised in 
the administrative sectors of the enterprise. By contrast, in the 
production sector rigid systems of working time predominate. Com
merce as well regulates the individual working times of its em
ployees primarflY in accordance with rigid working time systems 
(60 to 85 %) • ) Individual agreements which depend on the par
ticular case are seldom practised. Adaptations to fluctuation in 
turnover is therefore effected primarily whithin the rigid regula
tions for working time or by the employment of ancillary workers. 
The study by the Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin therefore draws a 
sobering conclusion: '"Neither the hopes of some of the employers' 
associations nor the fear of some trade unions that flexible work
ing time would spread rapidly can be confirmed. On the contrary, 
it is striking that not only the representatives of the employees 
but also management approach far-reaching and widely effective 
changes in working times only with hesitation. In the enterprises 
in which job sharing, part-time working or flexible forms of full
time employment are practised in certain departments or throughout 
the plant, the process of preparation and of change-over has usu
ally taken several years. Even in those cases which often concern 
only individual enterprises, it frequently took months or years 
until, for example, the desire of the senior executives for part
time working could be realized." 

4.3.2 Shift-work 

Apart from part-time working, shiftwork is an essential in
strument for decoupling the individual working time from the oper~ 
ating times of the production facilities. Its expansion has in
creased in the past, as the slight information which is available 
shows. At the beginning of the sixties, in manufacturing industry 
14 % of the employees were acting as shiftworkers. This proportion 
increased steadily at the b~inning of the seventies to 20 % and 
by 1984 it had reached 25 %. 

For decades past, it was the capital-intensive branches in 
which shiftworking was practised relatively frequently (metals 

1) Burian, Hegner·(1984). 
2) Reyher, Spitznagel, Teriet, Streck, Vogler-Ludwig (1985). 
3) Vogler-Ludwig (forthcoming). 
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production, the textile industry, paper- and paper-board manufac
ture; Table 4.8). In addition, shiftworking is also characteristic 
of individual sectors in the service trades (transport, health 
service, publishing). More recent :.:.esults of surveys which were 
made in the manufacturing industry1J show that in particular 
the growth branches have made increased use of shiftworking in 
recent years, i.e. the entire capital goods branch, including the 
chemicals industry and plastic and rubber processing, whereas 
metal production and the sectors which are dependent on construc
tion have cut down the amount of shiftwork. Accordingly the degree 
of shiftworking seems to be dependent on the production trend, a 
conclusion which moreover has also been confirmed by previous 
surveys within the framework of Ifo Business survey. These obser
vations show clearly cyclical fluctuations in the degree of shift
working which was clearly correla~~d with the degree of utiliza
tion of the production facilities. 

Shiftworking is primarily carried out in systems with either 
two or three shifts, with individual working times of 8 hours per 
day and 40 hours per week. It is true that other shift systems 
with reduced individual working times (for example, 6 hours per 
day or 4 days per week) do appear in practice but they are the 
exception. 

1) Reyher, Spitznagel, Teriet, Streck, Vogler-Ludwig (1985). 
2) w. Friedrich, K.Ch. Rtlthlingshtlfer (1980). 
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Tabie 4.8 

Special forms of eaploJ!!nt 

Emplo~-
eesa 

Proportion of ••• (%) 

Industry shift part- fixed contract 
(1000) workers time em- term workers 

ployees workers 

Chemical industry, oil 
refining 588 17.7 4.2 1.1 0.8 

Plastic goods product., 
rubber processing 298 32.3 4.9 1.6 o.1 

Stone, ores, fine ceram-
ics and glass industry 285 19.4 5.4 0.8 o.o 

Wood working, paper and 
l97 paper board 37.0 4.4 1.3 0.1 

Metal production and 
metal processing 548 40.3 2.0 0.8 0.2 

Steel, aachinery, auto-
mobile production 2 102 28.9 2.3 1.2 0.4 

Electrical, precision 
machinery, optics, 
fabric. aetal products 1 304 19.5 5.5 1.8 0.2 

Wood processing, ausical 
instruments etc. 253 4.8 6.9 1.1 o.o 

Printing, reproduction 163 30.9 7.6 1.7 o.o 

Textile industry 235 46.7 8.8 0.7 o.o 

Leather/clothing ind. 261 1.7 15.2 o.s o.o 

Food-stuff and luxury 
aooda industry 460 14.8 7,6 3.0 0.1 

Manufacturing industry 6 695 24.8 4.8 1.4 0.3 

Trade 3 332 - 24.1 1.2 0.6 

a) In manufacturing industry: Enterprises with 20 or aore employees. 

Source: Ifo/IAB-aurvey, October 1984. 
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5. New areas of employment growth 

The sectoral and vocational change in employment structures 
has clearly demonstrated the trend towards the service society. 
However, the hopes which were connected with the growth of the 
service sector were disappointed. Its expansion in employment was 
not enought to compensate for the releases in the goods producing 
and agricultural sectors. Nevertheless, hopes were not only linked 
to the growth of service trades production, but also to the dyna
mism of smaller and medium-sized enterprises and to the growing 
regions within the Federal Republic of Germany. In these fields, 
it is assumed that the innovative and competitive enterprises are 
to be found which are of particular importance for overcoming the 
employment crisis. 

5.1 The service industry 

The service sector is at the beginning of the eighties the 
most significant employment area in the economy, with a share of 
53 %. Particularly during the sixties, it demonstrated strong 
dynamism in growth. But its expansion strength has weakened with 
the reduced growth during the seventies and eighties. The absolute 
increase in the employment of this sector has halved during the 
period 1973 to 1983 by comparison with 1960 to 1973 (Table 5.1). 
Labour saving in the sectors of commerce and transport, which are 
dependent on goods production, and the slower expansion of employ
ment in public services were the decisive factors in this trend. 
On the other hand, no substantial weakening can be observed in the 
service trades which are either private or business oriented. At 
the beginning of the eighties, employment growth has again accel
erated in these fields. 

The trend in employment in the service sector has therefore 
showed a very differentiated picture, and on closer inspection 
various trends can be observed. As the statistics for the employ
ees subject to social security shows on the three-digit level in 
the classification by branches, the service areas having the 
strongest growth rates include the following (Table 5.2): 

- education, science and culture, 
- leisure and sport, 
- business services, 
- health services and care. 
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Table 5.2 
Growing service industries 

(Employment subject so social aecurity) 

Service industry 

Education, science, culture 
Private schools, universities 
Schools and high school of private organisat. 
Public authorities schools, high schools 
Cultural and scientifical organisations 
Theaters 
Libraries 
Film and televisio.n 
Publishing houses 

Leisure and sport 
Travel agencies 
Sports installations and organisations 

Business services 
Auditing 
Business advertising 
Legal consultancy 
News agencies 
Architects' and engineers' offices 
Property management 
Translation offices 
Fairs and exhibitions of the local authorities 
Business and vocational representation 
Cleaning of buildings 
Security services 
Private waste collection 

Health services and care 
Clinics of social insurance 

private 
of the local authorities 
of non-profit organisations 

Private health services 
Private veterinary services 
Homes (for aged and institutions) 

of non-profit organisations 
Free welfare services 

Annual growth 
rate (%) 

1977 - 1984 

4.2 
4.7 
4.2 
1.2 
6.1 
1.7 
3.2 
1.4 
1.4 
4.1 
3.2 
5.2 
3.8 
5.1 
4.2 
4.2 
3.7 
3.3 
3.o 
3.0 
3.0 
2.8 
3.8 
3.6 
3.5 
3.7 
5.7 
3.2 
2.7 
2.6 
4.3 
6.7 
7.6 
4.8 
6.9 

Source: Bundesanstalt fUr Arbeit (Beschlftigtenstatistik). 
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Strong impulses have been provided by the demand of the pri
vate households for educational services. Above all, school and 
educational institutions outside the public sector were favoured 
by the increased interest in education, but also by the necessity 
for further vocational training and retraining. The growth of em
ployment in this sector may well have been underestimated, because 
teaching is frequently carried on in spare time. The same also ap
plied to the sector of leisure and sports. 

Apart from education and leisure, the health and care serv
ices, in particular, received strong support from the private 
demand. Employment could not only be expanded in the private 
health service. In the clinics of the social insurance companies, 
the local authorities and the non-profit organisations, the number 
of employees subject to social security also increased clearly. To 
some extent the employment in homes (in particular homes for the 
elderly) and in the service of the free welfare societies expanded 
still more strongly. Nearly 100,000 jobs were provided in the 
"care services". 

The increase in employment in the miscellaneous service en
terprises was decisively supported by the business services. The 
majority of the additional jobs were made available by auditors, 
engineering and architectural offices (including software houses), 
property management as well as companies engaged in the cleaning 
of buildings. 

The difference in growth rates shown above allows it to be 
recognized that employment - to the extent that it depends on the 
demand fro~ private households - expanded less among the tradi
tional suppliers of personal services (for example body care, the 
hotel and restaurant industry), but more in the case of the serv
ices which are publicly supplied or financed. Both in education 
and health services, as well as in the institutions which are 
oriented towards culture, science or leisure, the state and non~ 
commercial organisations played an important part. They seldom of
fer their services against direct compensation, but are financed 
by means of contribution or from taxation. In the course of the 
efforts which were made to consolidate the national budget, the 
oppurtunities for expansion in the state services have deteriorat
ed. It appears that the employees in the private non-commercial 
organisations have profited from this trend. 
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5.2 Small firms 

The role of small and medium-sized enterprises in the devel
opment of employment hff attracted in increasing attention in the 
studies made by Birch for the USA as well as for the Federal 
Republic of Germany in recent years. It was found that the shift 
in employment from the goods producing sectors to the service sec
tor has allowed the share of small firms in total employment to 
increase, because service enterprises are on average smaller than 
firms in manufacturing industry. To that extent the assumption 
that smaller enterprises, however they may be precisely defined, 
have compensated to some extent for the reduction in employment, 
particularly in the large enterprises of the producing sector, is 
correct. 

Whether the small enterprises in general show a more favour
able employment trend than the large firms can, however, not be 
answered on the basis of the material which is presently avail
able. It is true that this question is answered in

2
5he affirmative 

in various studies: for example Friedrich et al. found at the 
end of the seventies that smaller firms have more favourable em
ployment expectations than the larger companies. Other studies 
investigated the actual trend of employment in individual enter
prises and !)und a positive employment trend in the case of small 
businesses. The trend shown in Table 5.3 also points in this 
direction. But the validity of this evidence is generally shaken 
by the fact that either only existing enterprises were included in 
the investigations (thus t\) closure of businesses and new foun
dations were not observed) , or distributions of employment by 
size of firm were compared at different points of time and thus 
the growth of employment in individual enterprises can no longer 
be identified. It must be assumed that the employment fluctuations 
which can be found in the big enterprises is seen in the small 
enterprises in the form of fluctuations in the number of busines
ses. 

The results concerning the trend towards self employment have 
shown that this tendency has most recently become positive again. 
Therefore in the case of small businesses a more favourable growth 
in employment can be assumed. But this assumption is weak, because 
the number of employees remains obscure. 

1) Birch (1979). 
2) Friedrich, Nerb, Reyher, Spitznagel (1978). 
3) Steinle (1984); Hull (1985); Irsch (1986). 
4) This is the case in the table mentioned. 
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Employment by size of firm 

(Share of total employment in %) 

Goods producing Service 
Size of firms industries industries 
(employed persons) 

1980 1985 1980 1985 

1 - 9 o.s 0.8 2.8 4.0 

10 - 19 0.8 1.4 4.9 5.5 

20 - 49 2.9 3.8 11.9 12.7 

50 - 99 5.2 6.4 11.8 11.7 

100 - 499 26.7 30.0 26.9 27.5 

500 plus 63.9 57.6 42.0 38.6 

Total 100 100 100 100 

Source: Irsch (1986); Kreditanstalt fUr Wiederaufbau. 

5.3 Regional disparities 

In the past ten years, the disequilibrium in the labour mar
ket has led to clear disparities in the employment trend of indi
vidual regions in the Federal Republic of Germany. The structural· 
problems of the whole economy and disparate successes in overcom
ing structural change have left their mark. 

As Chart 5.1 shows the trend in employment was more favorable 
in the southern regions than in the northern districts. Whereas 
the employment trend in the course of the seventies and eighties 
was negative on the average of the Federal Republic the regions of 
Southern Bavaria and Northern Bavaria were able to increase em
ployment. Baden-Wuerttemberg was approximately able to maintain 
the employment level of 1974. On the other hand, clear reductions 
in employment are to be seen in North-Rine-Wes tphalia, Berlin, 
Lower Saxony and Bremen. 
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This distribution has led to the slogan of a "North-South 
gradiant" in economic trends. Basically, however, the wrong frame 
of reference was chosen. The disparities in development result 
primarily from the regional concentration of branches which are 
weak in growth. North-Rine-Westphalia had to suffer, in particu
lar, from the structural problems of the steel industry and of 
mining. The costal states (Lower Saxony, Bremen and Hamburg) suf
fered from the crisis in the ship-building industry, in shipping 
and the docks. On the other hand, the South was favoured by the 
possession of a high proportion of manufacturers of capital goods 
and of service trade enterprises. These disparities radiated via 
input and income integration over the entire dynamics of the re
gional economy. Therefore the analyses show that the southern 
regions have in general performed better in tf) shrinking sectors 
than the average for the Federal Republic. North-Rhine-West
phalia and especially the Ruhr-district have remained, on the 
contrary, behind in the growth sectors as well. 

Therefore from the historical point of view, the economic 
dynamism has shifted from the old i~~ustrial centres of the North 
to the less industrialized South. The important factor here 
is also the federalist structure of Germany which has led to sub
stantial competition in the creation of relocation advantages for 
enterprises between the state governments and even the communi
ties. Possibly the southern federal states found that they had 
more room to manoeuvre in this respect because of their smaller 
structural problems. 

During the eighties, in a reversal of the earlier trend, it 
was found that the agricultural oriented regions ha~) to accept 
fewer loss~s in employment than the urban centres. The ear
lier contradictions between the growth-intensive agglomeration and 
the rural "poor-houses" appear to be decreasing. The strongly pol
luted agglomeration are not only avoided by the older people mov
ing to the country-side, but also by younger workers - with the 
correspondig gains in income distribution, monetary demand and po~ 
tential in the areas to which the population is moving. The supply 
of services and the quality of the environment is becoming more 
important. At the same time, strong shifts of employment from 
industrial production to the sectors of the service trades can be 
observed. 

1) Jung (1984). 
2) RHthlingshHfer (1985). 
3) Koller, Kridde, Masopust (1985). 
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6. Conclusions 

The employment system in the Federal Republic of Germany has 
been subjected in the past to substantial structural changes. 
Great demands have been made on the adaptability of the labour 
force both by the sectoral changes as well as by the technical and 
organisational change in production processes. Not all of the 
workers were able to cope with this development. The necessary 
process of adaptation was aggravated particularly by the reduction 
in the flexibility of the total labour market, which has inevita
bly set in with the reduced demand for labour. Therefore not eve
ryone has had the opportunity for a new beginning. The end of the 
"economic miracle" has also changed the climate in the labour mar
ket. The competition for jobs, and above all for good jobs, was 
substantially aggravated during the seventies and the enterprises 
made use of unemployment for an increased selection process among 
their labour force. 

The changes in the demand for labour therefore had very se
lective effects. Two social groups were primarily affected: the 
workers in the manufacturing sectors and the self-employed, with 
their family workers, in the fields of agriculture and forestry, 
manufacturing industry and trade. Their work was in decreasing 
demand because of the deceleration in the growth rate in goods 
production, the progressive trend to technology in production pro
cesses and the continuing concentration in the business sector. 
The individual groups of employees were only partially able to 
counter the pressure for adaptation by offensive reactions. For 
many of them, the disqualification of their vocations, long-term 
unemployment and early transition to pensions remained irreversib
le. 

New opportunities opened up in the labour market primarily 
for those workers who were prepared to meet the vocational re
quirements and improve their qualifications. This is discernible, 
in particular, in the fields of goods production. Skilled workers 
are required there primarily. They are in demand because of their 
capability to handle complex technical systems and less because of 
their specialized knowledge in manual production processes. The 
readiness to adapt to new technologies and to employ them has 
again become more significant. This also applies to other voca
tional sectors in which vocational qualifications are becoming 
obsolete because of new technologies. On the sunny side of struc
tural change are to be found the technical vocations, employees in 
administrative work and the civil servants. 

The trends illustrated above will not remain without conse
quences for the system of vocational training - and especially for 
factory training. The tendency which was formerly observed towards 
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specialisation of vocational training is now increasingly encoun
tering its limitations. The demand is for workers whose knowledge 
allows them a broad field of employment (for example, automobile 
mechanics, electricians, sales staff). However, the trend towards 
a generalization of vocational training has only been hesitantly 
followed by the educational system. This is also caused by the 
fact that at the beginning of their career the workers are pre
dominantly trained in the handicraft sector which is interested 
mainly in specialized knowledge for manual labour but are employed 
in the industrial field where technical knowledge is prefered. 
Probably the factory training of a new type of industrial worker 
must be shifted from handicrafts to manufacturing, and from small 
to big enterprises. 

The introduction of new technologies has sharpened the bor
derlines on the labour market: with respect to the labour force 
the enterprises have a strong interest in the optimal use of their 
human capital. Efforts for the shortening or greater flexibility 
of working time therefore encounter resistance from the firms. The 
opportunities for a decrease in unemployment which such measures 
can offer are not used. In the same sense, the employees who be
long to the permanent staff of the enterprises are interested in 
the advantages of long-term labour contracts, qualified work and 
appreciable working conditions• They therefore resist greater 
flexibility in the labour market as a result of reduced protection 
against dismissal or flexible wages. New forms of employment 
therefore have only penetrated very hesitatingly and only into the 
marginal sectors of the labour market. In the present constella
tion of interests, the result is necessarily the squeezing out of 
the labour market of those workers whose competitive chances are 
comparatively poor. The less competitive among them are forced 
into unemployment, the elderly into retirement, and for the young 
people further training has accquired growing importance. The 
households, on the other hand, which were able to offer better 
qualified and competitive workers, have expanded their labour sup
ply. The price for this squeezing out labour from the market is 
the increasing burden placed on the income from economic activity 
by social expenditure. 

The present forecasts for the trend in the labour market un
til the year 2000 do not show any basic change in the present con
stellation. The high surplus of labour will remain, despite the 
relief provided by the demographic trend in the nineties. The part 
played by new technologies will presumably increase in signifi
cance and the growth in productivity will not slow down. In the 
light of this trend, labour market policy can probably only miti
gate the problems but cannot solve them. 
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In this situation further qualification of the labour force 
may well have high priority in all measures which are taken. This 
is not only a contribution to overcome the present bottlenecks in 
the labour market and to adjust to structural change, but also to 
redistribute the job opportunities for all workers. Nevertheless, 
there will not be enough jobs for those who are interested in 
working. Measures which counteract the reduction in working capa
bility {job creation measures) and also income maintenance will 
remain significant. 

At present, great hopes are placed on greater flexibility of 
the labour marktes. In this process positive effects for employ
ment, but also risks for the work force, are discernible. As re
gards the future dynamics of flexibility, the trend until now, 
however, provides more cause for scepticism than for euphoria. The 
int.roduction of more flexible rules, which always signify a new 
sharing of risks relating to employment or income, is encountering 
great resistance and will therefore require very long periods of 
time. But possibly the pressure of increasing unemployment will 
compel! the introduction of more flexible forms of employment. 
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7. Statistical sources and classifications 

7.1 Statistical sources 

The statistical observation of the labour market can be based 
on a large number of surveys, of which three sources are outstand
ing for a com~jehensive description of the national economy (Table 
7.1 and 7.2): 

-Labour force survey (Mikrozensus): These annual surveys are the 
German contribution to the EC-wide labour force surveys. They 
are representative of the population and supply the most detail
ed description of the labour market, with respect to the number 
of characteristics which are surveyed. 

- Employment Statistics of the Social Security System (Besch!ftig
tenstatistik): These statistics cover all the economically ac
tive persons who are subject to social security. They number ap
proximately 75 % of total employment. They do not include the 
self-employed and family workers, the civil servants and employ
ees, whose monthly income is less than DM 410,--. 

-National Accounts (Volkswirtschaftliche Gesamtrechnung): The em
ployment statistics in the national accounts are based on a 
large number of statistics for individual sectors, apart from 
the sources named above. They supply a consistent summary of all 
statistics on employment and thus a reliable picture of the em
ployment trend with respect to its level and its strucutre. 

Census data (Volksz!hlungsergebnisse) are at present only 
available for 1970 and earlier. They will only become available 
again with the national census which is planned for 1987. The lack 
of a total statistical survey by the national census has its ef
fects particularly on the reliability of the data from the Labour. 
Force Survey. Comparisons between the results from the Labour 
Force Survey and the National Accounts show that the employment 
level, according to the Labour Force Survey, was 1.3 millions 
higher in 1984. It must be assumed that the computation process 
used in the Labour Force Survey supplies exaggerated values. But 
despite this mistaken estimate, the Labour Force Survey remains 
indispensable for a description of qualitative changes because of 
its large number of features. 

1) A more detailed description of labour market statistics can be 
found in Herberger, Mayer (1984). 



Table 7.1 

1. Title 

2. General 
purpose 

3. Sponsor 

4. Conducted 
by 
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Main data sources 

Labour Force Sur
vey 
(Mikrozensus) 

representative 
population survey 

Employment Statis- National Accounts 
tics of the Social (Volkswirtschaft
Security System liche Gesamtrech
(leaehlftigtenata- nung) 
tistik) 

total registra
tion of employees, 
subjekt to social 
security 

estimation of em
ployment by in
dustry 

secretary of state sectetary of la
bour 

secretary of state 

Statistisches Bun- Bundesanstalt fUr Statistisehes Bun-
desamt Arbeit desamt 

5. Frequency yearly quarterly since quarterly, yearly 
of collec-
tion 

6. Population total population 
represent-
ed 

7. Sample size 1 %, quoted 
aethod 

8. Method of 
obtaining 
data 

9. Form of 
storage 

oral interview 

printed publica
tion: 

1974, aonthly 
since 1986 

employees subject ---
to aocial securi-
ty 

total 

registration 

prited publica
tion: 

combination of va
rious statistics, 
estimations 

printed publica
tion: 

Statistisches Bun- Bundesanstalt fUr Statistisches Bun-
desamt: Faehserie Arbeit: Arbeits- desamt: Fachserie 
1, leihe 4.1 aarktstatistik; 18 
machine readable Statistisches Bun- aachine readable 
data: 
Databank STATIS
BUND 

desamt data: 
Databank STATIS
BUND 
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Table 7.2 

Basic variables of eaployment statistics 

Labour Employment 

Variables force statistics National 
of social accounts survey security 

Demoara_2hic variables 
Sex X X X 
Age X X 
Personal status X 
Household structure X 
Natonality X X 

Em,2lo:l!ent 
Sector of activity X (90) X (295) X (53) 
Size of firm (X) 
Occupation X (328) X (328) X 
Occupational status X X X 
Working time X X X 
Missing hours X 
Overtime X 
Short time work X 
Main income X 
Personal income X X X 
Household income X X 

Education 
General education X 
Vocational training X X 
Apprenticesh., oth. school X X 
University X X 
Adult vocational training X 
Fields of study X 

Region 
Working place (X) X 
Living place X 
Commuter X 
Mean of transportation X 
Time spent on transportat. X 

~ 
1 Bund X X 
2 Land X X 
3 legierungsbezirk X (X) 
4 Kreis (X) 
5 Gemeinde 

(X) • occasionally X ( ) • level of disaggregation 
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Apart from these comprehensive statistics, there is a vast 
amount of data on employment which is specific to sectors. The 
most important are as follows: 

- Statistics of manufacturing industries, energy and water supply, 
mining and quarrying and the constructing industries: monthly 
reports on turnover and employment for enterprises with 20 or 
more employees. 

- Statistics of the wholesale and retail trade (Handelsberichter
stattung): monthly reports on turnover and on employment. 

-Employment in public services (Personalstandsstatistik): annual 
reports on the personnel employed in public service. 

. It is not intended to enter into details here of these sta
tistics, because they are integrated in the data of the National 
Accounts, and, apart from data on level, they only seldom contain 
qualitative characteristics of employment. 

Apart from the statistics on employment, several statistics 
exist on wages and incomes in manufacturing industry, trade and in 
the financial institutions and insurance companies. These supply 
data on a quarterly basis for income levels and on the structure 
of the employees classified by wage groups as well as more differ
entiated data, at longer time intervals (every two years), on the 
components of incomes. 

1.2 Classifications 

7.2.1 Sector of acti-vity 

All the classifications for sectors of economic activity 
which are used in this report follow the institutional concept, 
i.e. the total number of employees in a business or enterprise is 
allocated to a sector correspondig to the focal points of produc
tion. In the case of personnel surveys of economically active per
sons, this leads to certain dis pari ties when compared with the 
data from the enterprises, because in the personnel surveys, the 
indication of the economic focal points cannot be carried out with 
the same degree of precision as in the case of enterprise surveys. 
In particular, problems arise in the division between state and 
private economic institutions. The sectoral classification of the 
Labour Force Survey differs for this reason in the field of pri
vate and public services from the breakdown which is used in the 
National Accounts. 
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In the tables which are displayed it is therefore essential 
to distinguish between the system used for 

- the Labour Force Survey, and 
- the National Accounts. 

They are shown in Table 7.3 and 7.4. The system used for the La
bour Force Survey differs in having a more profound breakdown into 
90 sectors, whereas the system of the National Accounts has 53. 
The classifications are oriented )owards the national "Systematik 
der Wirtschaftszweige 1979" (Wz)l , which is comparable with the 
NACE only to a limited extent. The essential differences are as 
follows: 

- Electricity, gas, heat and water supply as well as the whole of 
mining are shown in a common division 1. The extraction and 
processing of stone and earths, the production and processing of 
fissionable fuels as well as oil refining are classified, on the 
other hand, within the manufacturing industry (division 2). 

- The repair of consumer goods and vehicles is allocated to manu
facturing industry. 

- The butcher's stores are allocated to processing industry, to 
the extent that they are not limited to the status of retail 
trade butchers and the manipulations which are usual in the 
trade connected with butchery work. 

- The construction of finished parts made of concrete or wood in 
above-ground construction is allocated to the construction in
dustry (division 3). 

- The publishing industry is classified under the service trades 
(division 4). 

In addition, on the lower levels, there are further dispari
ties between the classifications of the NACE and of the WZ, which 
are based on the use of different classification features. 

1) Statistisches Bundesamt (1979 a). 
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WZ-No. 

0 

1 ••• 3 
1 
2 

3 

4 ••• 7 

4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
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Industrial classification 

Version for the Labour Force Survey 

Industry 

Agriculture and Forestry 

Goods producing industry 
Energy, gas, water, mining 
Manufacturing industry 

Chemical industry, oil refining 
Plastics production, rubber processing 
Stone and ores, fine ceramics, glass 
Iron and metal production, foundries, 
steel forming 

Steel, machinery and automobile production 
office machinery, IDP devices 

Electrical engineering, precision 
mechanics, fabricated metal products 

Wood, paper- and printing industry 
Leather, textile and clothing industry 
Food, beverage, tobacco 

Construction 
Construction industry 
Finishing 

Trade, transport, services 
Trade 
Transport, communications 

Railways 
Post and communication 
Miscellaneous transport 

Financial institutions, insurance 
Financial institutions 
Insurance companies 

Miscellaneous services 
Restaurants and hotels 
Cleaning and body care 
Science, education, arts, publishing 
Health- and veterinary services 
Legal and business consultancies etc. 
Other services 

Non-profit organisations, private households 

Local authorities/social security 



Table 7.4 

WZ-No. 

0 

1 ••• 3 
1 

2 
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Industrial classification 

Version for the National Account 

Industry 

Agriculture, forestry, fishing 

Goods producing industries 
Energy, mining and quarring 

Electricity, gas, water 
Coal mining 
Other mining 

Manufacturing industry 
Chemical industry 
Petroleum refineries 
Plastic production 
Rubber processing 
Stone and ores 
Fine ceramics 
Glass and glass products 
Iron and steel production 
Non-ferrous metal production 
Foundries 
Rolling and drawing mills 
Structural metal production 
Machinery 
Office, computing machinery 
Motor vehicles 
Ship building 
Air and space crafts 
Electrical equipment 
Precision equipment, optics 
Fabricated metal products 
Music instruments, toys 
Sawmills, wood mills 
Furniture, wood products 
Pulp, paper and paperboard 
Paper products 
Printing 
Leather products 
Textiles 
Waering apparel 
Food manufacturing, beverage industries 
Tobacco 

Continuation on the next page 
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Continuation of Table 7.4 

WZ-No. 

3 

4 ••• 7 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Industry 

Construction 
Construction industries 
Finishing 

Trade, transport, services 

Trade 
Wholesale trade 
Retail trade 

Transport, Communication 
Railway transport 
Water transport 
Post and communication 
Other transport 

Financing, insurance 
Financial institutions 
Insurance companies 

Miscellaneous services 
Restaurants, hotels 
Education, research, publication 
Health, veterinary services 
Other services 

Private households and organisations 
Private households 
Non-profit organisations 

Public services 
Public administration and defence 
Social security 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (National Accounts). 
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7.2.2 Occupations 

The classification of occupations from 1970 (KB) 1) defines 
on the level of three-digits 238 classification points. It is sum
marized into 86 vocational sections (two-digits) and 6 vocational 
sectors (one-digit). On the level of the three-digit classifica
tion, the system used is to a farreaching extent comparable to 
that of ISCO. However, the summaries follow national criteria 
(Table 7.5). 

1) Statistisches Bundesamt (1970). 



Table 7.5 

KB-No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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Classification of occupations 

Occupation 

Agrigultural trades 

Mining trades 

Manufacturing trades 
Chemical workers, plastic processors 
Stone, ceramics and glass workers 
Met~l producers and processors 
Fitters, mechanics 
Electricians, assemblers 
Paper and printing trades 
Woodworkers 
Textile and clothing trades 
Food trades 
Building trades 
Decorators, painters 
Quality controllers, mail order workers 
Ancillary workers 
Machinists 

Technical trades 
Engineers 
Chemists, physicists, mathematicians 
Technicians 
Technical specialists 

Service trades 
Sales staff 
Transport trades 
Service trade merchants 
Bodycare, hotel and cleaning trades 
Educational workers 
Administrative trades 
Organisation and management trades 
Security and policing trades 
Artistic professions 

Miscellaneous workers 

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt (1970). 
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